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We rigorously examine 2d-infinite square lattices composed of classical spins isotropically coupled between 
first-nearest neighbors. Each local exchange Hamiltonian associated with each site (i,j) is expanded on the ba-
sis of its eigenfunctions played by spherical harmonics 
jiji ml
Y
,, ,
. The corresponding eigenvalues are modified 
Bessel functions of the first kind. In the thermodynamic limit a numerical study allows one to select the higher-
degree term of the characteristic polynomial associated with the zero-field partition function ZN(0). It is charac-
terized by mi,j = 0 and li,j = l for the whole lattice so that a very simple exact closed-form expression can be then 
derived, thus permitting to express the free energy F and the specific heat CV, for any temperature. Then we re-
port a thermal study of the basic term appearing in the higher-degree term of ZN(0). We show that it appears 
crossovers between two consecutive terms. Coming from high temperatures where the term characterized by 
l= 0 is dominant, near absolute zero, eigenvalues showing increasing l-values are more and more selected 
when the temperature is cooling down. When T reaches zero, all the successive dominant eigenvalues become 
equivalent so that the critical temperature is Tc = 0 K. Owing to a similar method we derive an exact expression 
valid for any temperature for the spin-spin correlations, the correlation length  and the susceptibility  which 
show the same thermal crossovers as ZN(0). Near Tc = 0 K we obtain a diagram of magnetic phases which is 
similar to the one derived through a renormalization approach. The low-temperature magnetic properties are 
described in terms of universal parameters kBTs and kBT where s and are the spin stiffness and the T=0-
energy gap between the ground state and the first exited one, respectively. We obtain the same expressions for 
 and the surface density of F, CV and  (for a compensated antiferromagnet) as the corresponding ones de-
rived through a renormalization process, for each zone of the magnetic phase diagram. We show that, near      
Tc = 0 K, the lattice is composed of quasi rigid quasi independent Kadanoff blocks of length  and magnetic 
moment M(T), the unit cell moment, so that kBT  2M(T)2. Finally we compare experimental susceptibilities 
to the theoretical expression of  derived in this article, for two types of 2d-compounds (showing or not organic 
ligands inside and between sheets of Mn2+ ions). We obtain a remarkable good agreement between the J-values 
of the exchange energy derived from the fits and the corresponding ones previously measured as well as a 
value of the Landé factor close to the theoretical one.       
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Since the middle of the eighties with the discovery of 
high-temperature superconductors [1], the nonlinear -model 
in 2+1 dimensions has known a new interest for it allows to 
describe the properties of two-dimensional (2d) quantum an-
tiferromagnets such as La2CuO4[2-10]. Indeed these anti-
ferromagnets, when properly doped, become superconduc-
tors up to a critical temperature Tc notably high compared to 
other types of superconducting materials. In this respect, the 
nonlinear -model has been conjectured to be equivalent at 
low temperatures to the 2d-Heisenberg model [11,12], which 
in turn can be derived from the Hubbard model in the large 
U-limit [13]. In a seminal paper, Chakravarty et al. [6] have 
studied this model using the method of one-loop renormali-
zation group (RG) improved perturbation theory initially de-
veloped by Nelson and Pelkovits [14]. These authors have re-
lated the -model to the spin-1/2 Heisenberg model by sim-
ply considering: (i) A nearest-neighbor s=1/2 antiferroma-
gnetic Heisenberg Hamiltonian on a square lattice characteri-
zed by a large exchange energy; (ii) very small interplanar 
couplings and spin anisotropies. In addition, they have 
pointed out that the long-wavelength, low-energy properties 
are well described by a mapping to a 2d-classical Heisenberg 
magnet because all the effects of quantum fluctuations can 
be resorbed by means of adapted renormalizations of the 
coupling constants. Thus, the particular and important con-
clusion of Chakravarty's work motivated us to focus again on 
the 2d-classical O(3) model developed on a square lattice 
[15-18].
 
  
In this article we reconsider this study but, now, we give 
the complete treatment for a 2d square lattice. d represents 
the crystallographic dimension and D = d + 1 is the space-
time one. The lattice is composed of classical spins isotropi-
cally coupled between first-nearest neighbors. If exjiH ,  
is the 
corresponding local exchange Hamiltonian associated with 
each lattice site (i,j) the evaluation of the zero-field partition 
function ZN(0) necessitates to expand each local operator 
exp( exjiH , ) on the infinite basis of spherical harmonics. 
Each harmonics is characterized by a couple of integers  
(l,m), with l  0 and m[l, l]. The corresponding eigen-
value of each operator exp( exjiH , ) is nothing but the modi-
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fied Bessel function of the first kind  2/1)2/( J  
)(2/1 JI l  where  = 1/kBT is the Boltzmann factor and J 
the exchange energy between consecutive spin neighbors 
whereas each spherical harmonics is the eigenfunction. A 
polynomial expansion valid for any temperature can be ob-
tained for the zero-field partition function ZN(0). Each basic 
term of the expansion appears as a product of two parts: i) A 
radial part involving itself the product of all the li,j-eigenval-
ues characterizing all the operators exp( exjiH , ) for the who-
le lattice (with one eigenvalue per bond); ii) an angular part 
composed of a product of all the integrals Fi,j (with one inte-
gral per lattice site (i,j)). Each of these integrals Fi,j is com-
posed of a product of spherical harmonics with one spherical 
harmonics per bond connecting the site (i,j) to its first nearest 
neighbors. As a result the polynomial expansion describing 
the zero-field partition function ZN(0) is nothing but a charac-
teristic polynomial.  
The non-vanishing condition of each integral Fi,j leads to a 
first set of selection rules with a first subset for the l's and a 
second one for the m's involved. For the whole lattice and for 
each type of integer l or m, we obtain a system of imbricate 
equations (with one equation per lattice site) i.e., equations 
involving l's on the one hand and m's on the other one due to 
the fact that each classical spin interacts with its first-nearest 
neighbors (i 1,j), (i,j1), (i1,j) and (i,j1). At first 
sight, when the lattice is finite, it seems that the solution of 
this system is not unique. In other words no unique closed-
form expression exists for the characteristic polynomial as-
sociated with the zero-field partition function ZN(0) so that 
the statistical problem seems unsolvable from a mathematical 
point of view [19]. The examination of the case of a finite 
lattice is out of the scope of the present article. 
In the thermodynamic limit (i.e., in the physical case of an 
infinite lattice), we numerically show that the value m = 0 is 
selected, all the l's remaining equal to the common value l0. 
We have previously seen that this is the highest-degree term 
of the l-polynomial expansion of the characteristic polyno-
mial associated with the zero-field partition function ZN(0) 
[19]. In other words we surprisingly obtain a very simple clo-
sed-form expression for ZN(0), valid for any temperature. 
In addition, in this important physical case for which m = 
0, we report a further thermal numerical study of the l-high-
est-degree term. For sake of simplicity we restrict to the case 
of similar exchange energies J = J1 = J2 but the result can be 
applied to the general case J1  J2. As a result, if J1 = J2, the 
basic highest l-term reduces to Fi,j  22/12/1 )()2/( JIJ  l  
where the integral Fi,j is composed of four spherical harmon-
ics 0,lY . Thus we show that it appears crossovers between 
two consecutive terms inside this highest-degree term. It 
means that the characteristic polynomial expansion can be 
consequently reduced to this single term within a given tem-
perature range: This is due to the presence of integrals Fi,j ≠1 
(whereas for spin chains we always have Fi,j = 1).  
Coming from high temperatures, the value l= 0 charac-
terizes the dominant term for reduced temperatures such as 
kBT/|J|  0.255. For 0.255  kBT/|J|  0.043 we have l = 1 and 
so on. As a result, l-eigenvalues, with increasing l > 0, are 
successively dominant when temperature is decreasing. In 
the vicinity of absolute zero the dominant term is charac-
terized by l  whereas, for consecutive terms character-
ized by integers associated with the ranks l and l+ 1, the ra-
tio of integrals Fi,j tends towards unity. As all the modified 
Bessel functions of the first kind )()2/( 2/1
2/1 JIJ l   have 
a close behavior when   (or T  0) we derive that, 
near absolute zero, all the l-eigenvalues become equivalent, 
confirming the fact that the critical temperature is Tc = 0 K, 
in agreement with Mermin-Wagner's theorem [20]. 
If considering the thermodynamic functions of interest 
they are all obtained by deriving ZN(0) with respect to tem-
perature (specific heat) or to the magnitude of the applied ex-
ternal induction B in the vanishing B-limit (spin-spin correla-
tions, correlation length and susceptibility). As a result all 
these functions valid for any temperature show the same 
polynomial structure as ZN(0). It means that they are com-
posed of a common factor (the same highest l-term appearing 
in ZN(0) whose basic term is Fi,j  22/12/1 )()2/( JIJ  l ) mul-
tiplied by another factor coming from the adequate deriva-
tion of ZN(0). As a result each of these thermodynamic func-
tion is characterized by a dominant term (i.e., a new l-
eigenvalue) showing the same l-value in the same given tem-
perature range appearing in the numerical study of ZN(0). In 
other words the polynomial associated with this thermody-
namic function can be truncated in the same temperature 
range.    
Owing to a work similar to the one leading to write a 
closed-form expression for ZN(0) in the thermodynamic limit 
we show that the spin correlation  ',kkS vanishes for any 
lattice site (k,k') so that the correlation function ',kk  re-
duces to the spin-spin correlation. A similar work allows one 
to derive a closed-form expression for the spin-spin correla-
tion  ',0,0 . kkSS  valid for any temperature. Meanwhile we 
have shown that all the correlation paths between the corre-
lated sites (0,0) and (k,k') are confined within a correlation 
rectangle whose vertices involve sites (0,0), (0,k'), (k,k') and 
(k,0) (theorem 1): This is the correlation domain. In addition 
we show that, for an infinite square lattice and for any couple 
of correlated sites (0,0) and (k,k'), all the correlation paths 
have the same weight exclusively depending on k and k' i.e., 
the same length characterized by k vertical bonds and k' hori-
zontal ones. This length corresponds to the shortest possible 
one between any couple of sites (0,0) and (k,k'). This illus-
trates Maupertuis' least action principle (theorem 2). As a re-
sult an exact expression can be derived for the correlation 
length and the susceptibility.  
In the vicinity of Tc we define scaling parameters x1 and x2 
previously introduced by several authors [6,10] through the 
spin stiffness s for x1 i.e., x1 = kBT/2s and  the T=0-
energy gap between the ground state and the first exited state 
(very small due to the fact that the spectrum is nearly con-
tinuous) i.e., x2 = kBT/. In the low-temperature study of 
ZN(0) the argument |J| of each l-eigenvalue (where J is the 
exchange energy between first-nearest neighbor sites) must 
be replaced by a scaling parameter l characterized by a 
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closed-form expression expressed vs x1 or x2 which gives the 
analytic expression of branches separating the various mag-
netic phases. The corresponding diagram exhibits three mag-
netic phases: It is exactly similar to the one derived from the 
renormalization group technique [6,10].  
If considering the low-temperature limit of the spin-spin 
correlation concerning correlated sites located at a quasi-
infinite distance, we show that the Ornstein-Zernike law is 
fulfilled [22]. We verify that equal-time correlations decay 
with the anomalous power law exp(r/)/r(D  2 + ) [10,21]. 
When D = 3 we find  = 1 whereas  through a renor-
malization technique [10]. We explain this discrepancy be-
tween these values. In addition we derive four low-tem-
perature behaviors for the correlation length i.e., one per 
magnetic phase of the diagram, in perfect agreement with 
previous results obtained from a renormalization technique 
[10]. These behaviors can be also directly obtained from the 
definition of the correlation length. At Tc = 0 K the critical 
exponent is  = 1, as previously shown [6,10]. As a result we 
identify three regimes: The Renormalized Classical Regime 
(RCR, x1  1), the Quantum Disordered Regime (QDR,     
x2  1) and the Quantum Critical Regime (QCR, x1  1 and 
x2  1).  
In the vicinity of Tc we show that the square root of the 
convergence ratio of the characteristic polynomial associated 
with ZN(0) is equal to the spin-spin correlation  1,00,0 .SS  
(or equivalently  0,10,0 .SS
 
if J1 = J2) between first-nearest 
neighbors belonging to the same lattice line (or row). This 
result is only due to the fact that 0 ji,S  because Tc = 0.   
Finally, from the exact closed-form expression of ZN(0), 
we express the surface density of free energy F. Its expres-
sion obeys the hyperscaling law introduced by de Gennes 
and Fisher [31]. Near Tc = 0 K and for each magnetic phase, 
we respectively obtain the same expression as the corres-
ponding one derived from the renormalization group ap-
proach [10]. As a result we derive the surface density of 
specific heat and we show that it can be written as the prod-
uct of a universal function i(xi) (i = 1, 2) and the specific 
heat of a 2d-gapless Bose gas. 
We also focus on the surface density susceptibility. We 
show that, near the critical point, the lattical is composed of 
quasi rigid quasi independent rectangular (J1  J2) or square 
(J1 = J2 = J) Kadanoff blocks whose side lengths are the 
correlation lengths 1 and 2 (J1  J2) or  (J1 = J2 = J). If 
M(T) is the magnetic moment per unit cell the product k 
can be written as 12M(T)2 (if J1  J2) or 2M(T)2 (if J1 = J2 
= J) so that, in the critical domain i.e., if   T  0 K, the low-
temperature behavior of k is ruled by the competition 
between the divergence of 12 (or 2) and the behavior of 
M(T).  
For a ferromagnet or a 2d-noncompensated antiferromag-
net, near Tc = 0 K, the dominant l-eigenvalue is that for 
which l  +. As a result, it is directly possible to obtain the 
exact low-temperature behavior from the closed-form poly-
nomial expression of the susceptibility  M(T)  0 and k  
diverges as 12 (or 2). Under these conditions we derive the 
critical exponent  = 3. As the law  = (2 ) is universal 
this result allows one to validate the value  = 1 because    
 = 1.  
For a 2d-compensated antiferromagnet M(T) = 0 as T  
Tc. The situation becomes more complicated because k 
vanishes so that we must take into account all the contribu-
tions brought by each of the l-eigenvalues due to fact that 
they have a close behavior as l  +. As a result a specific 
treatment must be set on. We obtain a similar result as the 
one derived by Chubukov et al. [10]: can be written as a 
universal function i(xi) (i = 1, 2) and the corresponding T-
vanishing law characterizes the Renormalized Classical Re-
gime (RCR, x1  1), the Quantum Disordered Regime 
(QDR, x2  1) or the Quantum Critical Regime (QCR, x1  
1 and x2  1). Finally Chubukov et al. [10] have found that, 
if using a Monte Carlo method, near Tc = 0 K for which x1 
and x2 diverge, i() = 0.25  0.04 whereas i(xi)  i(). 
As i(xi)  i() > 0.04 we rigorously show that the value 
i() = 0.25 is the lower bound of i() because it corre-
sponds to the value obtained when the l-polynomial expan-
sion of the susceptibility is restricted to the first term l = 0.   
The low-temperature expressions of the respective surface 
densities of specific heat and susceptibility allows one to 
write the Wilson ration RW for each zone of the magnetic 
diagram. This ratio compares the magnetic fluctuations de-
scribed bythe low-temperaturebehavior of k and the 
thermal ones described by the low-temperaturebehavior of 
the specific heat. Near Tc = 0 K, for a compensated anti-
ferromagnet, we find that RW diverges for the Renormalized 
Classical and Quantum Disordered Regimes: The magnetic 
fluctuations strongly dominate the thermal ones, as expected. 
Surprinsingly, in the Quantum Critical Regime RW  1: The 
thermal fluctuations slightly dominate the magnetic ones.  
We conclude the present article with a comparison be-
tween theoretical and experimental susceptibilities character-
izing 2d-compensated antiferromagnets. We have considered 
two classes of compounds. In class I we deal with inorganic 
compounds characterized by sheets of magnetic ions sepa-
rated by nonmagnetic ions or organic ligands. These com-
pounds are characterized by a relatively high 3d-ordering 
temperature T3d with respect to the Néel temperature TN so 
that the 2d-magnetic behavior is valid in a restricted tempera-
ture range [T3d, TN]. In class II compounds are characterized 
by sheets of similar magnetic ions separated by inorganic 
ligands of adjustable length. But, now, there are extra or-
ganic ligands between in-plane magnetic ions. T3d is pushed 
down to 2 K so that the range [T3d, TN] is plainly broadened, 
as expected. In the case of compounds characterized by a 
single exchange energy J1 = J2 = J we derive a numerical re-
lation at the maximum of susceptibility so that the experi-
mental value of J can be directly derived if knowing the ex-
perimental temperature value of this maximum. The reason-
ing can be extended to the general case J1  J2. 
For both classes I and II the fits of experimental suscepti-
bilities have respectively given values of J closed to the  val-
ues measured by magnetochemists. Similarly for G, the Lan-
dé factor, we have found a value closed to the theoretical one 
2 B/. For all the considered compounds of classes I and II 
we have shown that, in the critical domain, they are charac-
terized by a Quantum Critical Regime (QCR). 
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II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
 
A. Definitions 
 
The general Hamiltonian describing a lattice character-
ized by a square unit cell composed of (2N + 1)2 sites, each 
one being the carrier of a classical spin Si,j, is given by:  
 )( mag,
ex
, jiji
N
Ni
N
Nj
HHH   
 
,             (2.1) 
with: 
 
 jijijiji JJH ,,121,1
ex
, ).( SSS   ,                (2.2) 
 BSGH z jijiji ,,
mag
,  ,                        (2.3)  
 
where: 
Gi,j = G  if i + j is even or null,    Gi,j = G' if i + j is odd.  (2.4)  
 
In Eq. (2.2) J1 and J2 refer to the exchange interaction bet-
ween first-nearest neighbors belonging to the horizontal lines 
and vertical rows of the lattice, respectively. Ji 0 (respec-
tively,  Ji 0, with i = 1, 2) denotes an antiferromagnetic (re-
spectively, ferromagnetic) coupling. Gi,j is the Landé factor 
characterizing each spin Si,j and expressed in B/ unit. In the 
case of a lattice showing edges, when dealing with outside 
bonds, the exchange Hamiltonian ex, jiH  must be corrected by 
assuming vanishing exchange energies. Finally we consider 
that the classical spins Si,j are unit vectors so that the 
exchange energy JS(S + 1)  JS2  is written J. It means that 
we do not take into account the number of spin components 
in the normalization of Si,j's so that S
2 = 1.  
The field-dependent partition function ZN(B) is defined as:   
 



  
  
N
Ni
jiji
N
Nj
ji
N
Ni
N
Nj
N HHdBZ
mag
,
ex
,, exp)( S , 
(2.5) 
 
where = 1/kBT is the Boltzmann factor (which must not be 
confused with the critical exponent c).  At  this step  it  must  
be noticed that the calculation of the field-dependent parti-
tion function ZN(B) is plainly more complicated because of 
the presence of the further term mag, jiH  in the exponential 
argument, for each site (i,j). This aspect is not examined in 
the  present  article.  Under  these conditions,  the zero-field  
partition ZN(0) is simply obtained by integrating the operator 
)exp( exH  over all the angular variables characterizing the 
states of all the classical spins belonging to the lattice.  
We finally recall the thermodynamic functions of main in-
terest i.e., the correlation length and the total susceptibility 
per lattice site which can be defined as: 
 
2/1
'
',
'
',
22 )'(










 

k k
kk
k k
kkkk
.              (2.6) 
 
 
',',
'
,, kkkjki
k k
jiji GG                  (2.7) 
 
where k,k' is the correlation function: 
 
  ',,',,', . kjkijikjkijikk SSSS   (2.8) 
 
if (i, j) is the site of reference. In this article we choose (0,0). 
In the previous equation, the bracket notation <···> means 
that we deal with a thermodynamic average. In other words, 
if we consider a lattice showing edges or wrapped on a torus, 
characterized by a square unit cell and composed of (2N + 
1)2 sites, each one being the carrier of a classical spin Si,j, we 
can define the spin-spin correlation between any couple of 
spins in the vanishing-field limit: 
 








  
 

N
Ni
ji
N
Nj
NNkjkikjkijijiNN
N
kjkiji HddddZ
ex
,,',',,,,',, exp.........)0(
1
. SSSSSSSS .   (2.9) 
 
   
The zero-field spin correlation  uS , with u = (i,j) (re-
spectively, (i+k,j+k')) can be derived from Eq. (2.9) by re-
placing Si+k,j+k' (respectively, Si,j) by unity. As we deal with 
isotropic (Heisenberg) couplings, we have the following pro-
perties: 
 
  ',,',, .3
1
. kjkiji
v
kjki
v
ji SS SS ,  v = x, y or z,  
 uvuS S
3
1
, u = (i, j) or (i+k, j+k'),    (2.10) 
 
from which we immediately derive for the correlation func-
tion: 
 
',', 3
1
kk
v
kk  ,  v = x, y or z.                 (2.11) 
 
Finally we can define the self spin-spin correlation 
 2)( vuS , with v = x, y or z. We have  2S  = 1 due to the 
fact that the classical spin is considered as a unit vector. 
Consequently, as we deal with isotropic spin-spin couplings, 
we can write: 
 
 2)( xuS =  2)( yuS =  2)( zuS = 3
1
, 
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   , 
3
,
,
ji
ji
 ,  ji, , v = x, y or z.    (2.12) 
 
Thus  is the susceptibility per lattice site measured along 
one of the three equivalent axes x, y or z.  
 
B. Calculation of the zero-field partition function of an  
infinite lattice 
 
B.1. Generalities 
 
In this subsection we briefly recall the calculation of the 
zero-field partition function detailed in a previous paper [19]  
because it will plainly facilitate the calculation of the spin 
and spin-spin correlations. Due to the presence of classical 
spin moments, all the operators ex, jiH  commute and the expo-
nential factor appearing in the integrand of Eq. (2.5) consid-
ered in the zero-field limit can be written: 
 
 ex,ex, expexp jiN
Ni
N
Nj
N
Ni
ji
N
Nj
HH 







   
  
.    (2.13) 
 
As a result, the particular nature of ex, jiH  given by Eq. (2.2) 
allows one to separate the contributions corresponding to the 
exchange coupling involving classical spins belonging to the 
same horizontal line i of the layer (i.e., Si,j1, Si,j1 and Si,j) or 
to the same vertical row j (i.e., Si1,j, Si1,j  and Si,j). In fact, for  
each of the four contributions (one per bond connected to the 
site (i,j) carrying the spin Si,j), we have to expand a term such 
 
 as exp(AS1.S2) where A is J1 or J2 (the classical spins S1 
and S2 being considered as unit vectors). If we call 1,2 the 
angle  between  vectors  S1 and S2, characterized by the cou-   
ples of angular variables  (1, ) and (2, ), it is possible to 
expand the operator exp(Acos1,2) on the infinite basis of 
spherical harmonics which are eigenfunctions of the angular 
part of the Laplacian operator on the sphere of unit radius S2: 
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In the previous equation the (/2A)1/2Il+1/2(A)'s are modified 
Bessel functions of the first kind and S1 and S2 symbolically 
represent the couples (1, ) and (2, ). If we set: 
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,  j = J1 or J2 ,  (2.15) 
 
each operator  ex,exp jiH  is finally expanded on the infi-
nite basis of eigenfunctions (the spherical harmonics), whe-
reas the l's are nothing but the associated eigenvalues. Un-
der these conditions, the zero-field partition function ZN(0) 
directly appears as a characteristic polynomial and can be 
written for a lattice wrapped on a torus showing (2N)2 sites 
and 2(2N)2 bonds:  
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where Fi,j is the current integral per site (with one spherical 
harmonics per bond). Using the following decomposition of 
any pair of spherical harmonics appearing in the integrand of 
Fi,j [23] 
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Fi,j can be expressed as a Clebsch-Gordan (C.G.) series. If 
the  lattice is wrapped  on a torus  Fi,j is always given by Eq.  
 (2.17) because we always have in-sites characterized by four 
spherical harmonics:  
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In the previous equations 
33
2211
ml
mlmlC  is a Clebsch-Gordan 
(C.G.) coefficient. The C.G. coefficients 
jiji
jijijiji
ML
mlmlC
,,
,,,, ''
 
and 
jiji
jijijiji
ML
mlmlC
,,
1,1,,1,1  ''
 (with Mi, j  0 or Mi,j = 0) appear-
ing in Eq. (2.19) do not vanish if the triangular inequalities    
li,j l'i,j ≤ Li,j  ≤ li,j + l'i,j and l'i1,j li,j1 ≤ Li, j ≤ l'i1,j li,j1 are 
fulfilled, respectively. As a result, we must have L= 
max(l'i1,j li,j1, li,j l'i,j) and L=min(l'i1,j li,j1, li,j l'i,j).   
 
B.2. Principles of construction of the characteristic  
polynomial associated with the zero-field partition 
function 
 
We have previously shown that the zero-field partition 
function can be written under the general form [19] 
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In the first term, the symbolical notation {m} refers to the 
2(2N)2 summations over the relative integers mi,j. For the 
second term the notation {l1,…, lK},{l'1,…, l'K}  (respectively, 
{m1, …, mK}, {m'1, …, m'K}) symbolically represents the set 
of authorized integers li,j and l'i,j (respectively, mi,j and m'i,j) 
on which the l1-, …, lK,-, l'1-, …, l'K (respectively, m1-, …, 
mK-, m'1-, …, m'K-) summations must be achieved.  
The examination of Eq. (2.20) giving the polynomial ex-
pansion of the zero-field partition function ZN(0) allows one 
to say that its writing is nothing but that one derived from the 
formalism of the transfer-matrix technique. Each term of Eq. 
(2.20) appears as a product of two subterms: (i) A tempera-
ture-dependent radial factor containing a product of the vari-
ous eigenvalues l(j), j = J1 or J2 (with one eigenvalue per 
bond); (ii) an angular factor containing a product of integrals 
Fi,j describing all the spin states of all the lattice sites (with 
one integral per site). At first sight this factor seems to be 
temperature-independent. This vision is wrong because the 
magnetic ordering is described by the set of all the couples of 
angles (i,j,i,j) characterizing all the spin states and is highly 
temperature-dependent (through the set of coefficients li,j and 
l'i,j, cf Eq. (2.14)). 
As the square lattice contains 2(2N)2 bonds (when wrap-
ped on a torus) i.e., (2N)2 horizontal and vertical bonds, each 
eigenvalue l(j) appearing in each radial factor is charac-
terized by a superscript giving the number of similar bonds 
showing the same positive (or null) value l or l'. Thus, the 
sum of all these superscripts is equal to (2N)2 for the total 
contribution of the horizontal (respectively, vertical) lattice 
lines (respectively, rows). When J1 = J2 this sum then 
becomes equal to 2(2N)2. Under these conditions the evalua-
tion of the set of integers (…, li,j,…, l'i,j, …) for the whole 
lattice allows the complete determination of each radial fac-
tor of the characteristic polynomial. 
The angular factor is determined by the simultaneous 
knowledge of the sets (…, li,j,…, l'i,j, …) and (…, mi,j,…, m'i,j, 
…), with mi,j[li,j, +li,j] and m'i,j[ l'i,j, +l'i,j], due to the fact 
that each current integral Fi,j closely depends on these integ-
ers. The set of integers (…, li,j,…, l'i,j, …) is shared with the 
radial factor, thus ensuring the link with temperature for the 
local magnetic ordering characterized by the couple of angles 
(i,j,i,j), as previously noted. In fact, Fi,j is described by the 
datum of four couples of integers. Two couples (li,j, mi,j) and     
(l'i,j,m'i,j) characterize the current site (i,j) whereas the two 
other ones (l'i1,j,m'i1,j) and (li,j1,mi,j1) refer to the first-
nearest neighbor sites, thus conferring an imbricate character 
to the product of integrals Fi,j constituting the final angular 
factor. In other words, it means that the determination of the 
set (…,li,j,…,l'i,j,…) must be achieved in a first step, for the 
whole lattice, even if this latter is infinite, and the set of 
relative integers (…,mi,j,…,m'i,j,…) must be then obtained in a 
separate second step. Thus, the non-vanishing conditions of 
each current integral Fi,j (one for integers li,j, l'i,j, l'i+1,j and 
li,j1 and one for relative integers mi,j, m'i,j, m'i+1,j and mi,j1) 
are going to permit the introduction of selection rules over 
the various sets of integers (…,li,j,…,l'i,j, …) and (…,mi,j,…, 
m'i,j,…). 
A numerical argument can be then used to classify the 
various terms of the characteristic polynomial in order to 
write them in the decreasing modulus order. Notably this is 
an important turning point in the infinite-lattice limit where 
the term of higher degree must be selected. Due to the lattice 
structure previously described the corresponding basic con-
tribution to each current term of the characteristic polyno-
mial can be written as  
 
)()( 2,1,,,,, JJFu jiljiljijiljil  ''             (2.21) 
  
with Fi,j  1 given by Eq. (2.17).   
 
B.3. General selection rules for the whole lattice;  
consequences 
 
For any finite or infinite lattice size, the non-vanishing 
condition of each current integral Fi,j is mainly due to that of 
C.G. coefficients. It allows one to derive two types of univer-
sal selection rules which are temperature-independent.  
The first selection rule concerns the coefficients m and m' 
appearing in Eq. (2.19). We have: 
 
mi,j1 + m'i+1,j – mi,j – m'i,j = 0.   (SRm)          (2.22) 
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At this step we must note that, if each spherical harmonics 
),()( ,,  mlml YY S  appearing in the integrand of Fi,j is re-
placed by its own definition i.e., )(cos)exp(  mlml PimC  
where mlC  is a constant depending on coefficients l and m 
and )(cosmlP  is the associated Legendre polynomial, the 
non-vanishing condition of the -part directly leads to Eq. 
(2.22). Finally, we can make two remarks. (i) The SRm rela-
tion is unique. (ii) Due to the fact that the -part of the Fi,j-
integrand is null, Fi,j is a pure real number.   
More generally, for finding the mi,j 's and li,j 's characteri-
zing a lattice showing edges or a lattice wrapped on a torus, 
we have to solve a linear system of (2N)2 equations (2.22) 
(one per site) but with 2(2N )2 unknowns mi,j and m'i,j (re-
spectively li,j and l'i,j). As it remains 2(2N )
2 (2N)2 = (2N)2 
independent solutions over the set ℤ of relative integers mi,j 
(respectively, over the set ℕ of integers for the li,j's), it means 
that there are (2N)2 different expressions for each local an-
gular factor (respectively, radial factor) appearing in each 
term of the characteristic polynomial giving ZN(0) so that the 
statistical problem remains unsolved. Thus, at first sight, this 
result means that there is no unique expression for ZN(0), ex-
cept if mi,j = m'i,j  0 or mi,j = m'i,j = 0. As a result it would 
mean that there is no analytical expression of the zero-field 
partition function for a finite lattice. This problem has been 
examined in a previous paper and is out of the scope of the 
present article [19]. 
The second selection rule is derived from the fact that the 
various coefficients l and l' appearing in Eq. (2.19) obey 
triangular inequalities li,j l'i,j ≤ Li,j ≤ li,j + l'i,j and li,j1 
l'i1,j ≤ Li,j ≤ li,j1 l'i1,j respectively followed by the C.G. 
coefficients 
jiji
jijijiji
ML
mlmlC
,,
,,,, ''
 and 
jiji
jijijiji
ML
mlmlC
,,
1,1,,1,1  ''  (with 
Mi,j  0 or Mi,j = 0) [19]. If Mi,j = 0 we have a more restrictive 
vanishing condition [23]: 
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with: 
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We can note that K is unchanged under the permutation of 
integers l1, l2 and l3. 
0
00
,
,,
ji
jiji
L
llC '  does not vanish if  li,j + l'i,j + 
Li,j = 2Ai, j  0  whereas, for 
0,
01,0,1
jiL
jiljil
C ' , we must have 
li,j1 + l'i1,j + Li,j = 2A'i,j  0. Thus, if summing or substracting 
the two previous equations over l and l', we have (2N)2 equa-
tions (one per lattice site) such as: 

 li,j1 + l'i1,j  li,j  l'i,j = 2gi,j,  (SRl1)            
li,j1 + l'i1,j   li,j  l'i,j = 2g'i,j,  (SRl2)           (2.25) 
 
(or equivalentlyli,j + l'i,j li,j1 l'i1,j = 2g''i,j, with g''i,j = g'i,j) 
where gi,j or g'i,j is a relative integer. We obtain two types of 
equations which are similar to Eq. (2.22) but now, in Eq. 
(2.25), instead of having a null right member like in Eq. 
(2.22), we can have a positive, null or negative but always 
even second member 2gi,j.   
 
B.4. Zero-field partition function in the 
thermodynamic limit 
 
The case of thermodynamic limit is less restrictive than 
that of a finite lattice studied in a previous article [19] be-
cause we deal with a purely numerical problem. We have 
previously seen that ZN(0) is directly expressed as a charac-
teristic polynomial whose structure has been previously ex-
amined (cf Eq. (2.20)). For simplifying the discussion we re-
strict the study to the case J = J1 = J2 without loss of gener-
ality. 
This polynomial is composed of two parts. The first part 
contains the general term    2)2(2, Nlji JF   with one inte-
gral Fi,j per site (giving a spatial average of the spin orienta-
tion) and one eigenvalue l(J) per bond (cf Eq. (2.15)) i.e., 
all the bonds are characterized by the same integer l. But, 
that supposes that the separate numerical study of integrals 
Fi,j allows one to select a unique m-value so that Fi,j is maxi-
mum. In that case, if setting ),,(, mllFF jiji  , we have  
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 The second part of the polynomial is a product of second-
rank terms such as [Fi,jl(J)2]n with n < (2N)2 so that only 
n bonds are characterized by the same integer l. For the other 
ones we have n1, n2, ... nk bonds characterized by different 
integers l1, l2, ... lk, respectively, and we must have n + n1 + 
n2 + ... + nk = (2N)
2. In addition some integrals Fi,j can 
contain different mi,j's and m'i,j's so that the knowledge of the 
exact structure of these second-rank terms is complicated. 
In the infinite-lattice limit the highest eigenvalue must na-
turally arise in the first-rank term    2)2(2, Nlji JF  . If us-
ing Eq. (2.21), with li,j = l'i,j = l,  the corresponding contribu-
tion umax = Fi,jL(J)2 where L = lmax, dominates all the oth-
er ones inside this term as well as all the terms composing 
the second-rank ones [19]. This can occur in the whole tem-
perature range or in a smaller temperature range if there exist 
thermal crossover phenomena among the set of eigenvalues.  
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FIG. 1. a) Numerical study of the ratio F(l, l, m)/F(0, 0, 0) vs l for various values of m; (F(l, l, m) is given by Eq. (2.26) and F(0, 0, 0) = 1/4); b) zoom of 
the previous study; c) numerical study of the ratio F(l1, l2, 0)/F(0, 0, 0) for various values of l2  l1. 
 
 
In this case the dominant eigenvalue l(J) = l(J/kBT) 
over a temperature range becomes subdominant when the 
temperature T is outside this range and a new eigenvalue 
previously subdominant becomes dominant and so on. In the 
case of 1d spin chains, we always have the same highest ei-
genvalue (within the framework described previously).  
But, we are going to see that, for 2d isotropic couplings, 
there exist thermal crossover phenomena within the set of ei-
genvalues. This behavior is detailed and explained below.  
A numerical study of the thermal behavior of the general 
term )()()',(
,',,,
JJllF
jiljiljiji
 allowing to construct 
the characteristic polynomial giving ZN(0) is then necessary 
for determining the dominant term characterized by li,j = l'i,j = 
L over a given temperature range.  
In this respect we have studied the integral Fi,j  = F(l, l, m) 
given by Eq. (2.26). In Fig. 1a we have reported the ratio      
F(l, l, m)/F(0,0,0) vs l for various m-values such as m l 
(with F(0,0,0) = 1/4). We immediately observe that this 
ratio rapidly decreases for increasing m-values, for any l. 
However, we have zoomed the beginning of each curve 
corresponding to the case m l. This trend is not followed 
but we always have F(l, l, m) < F(l, l, 0) (see Fig. 1b). In 
addition, in Fig. 1c, for m 0, we observe that F(li, lj, 0) 
decreases for lj  li. As a result, when N +, the integral  
F(l, l, 0)appears as the dominant one i.e., 
 
    22 )2()2( ),,()0,,( NN mllFllF  ,  as N  +,(2.27) 
 
so that the value m = 0 is selected. Under these conditions Eq. 
(2.20) can be rewritten in the thermodynamic limit if J = J1 = 
J2:   
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as N  +.(2.28) 
 
The notation  


 00
''
jlil
 means that li and lj are chosen so that 
the corresponding current second-rank term cannot give back 
the first rank one in which li = lj = l. 
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FIG. 2. a) Thermal variations of the ratio log10(rl+1/rl) for various values of l where rl+1/rl is defined by Eq. (2.30); b) zoom of the plot allowing to have a 
better insight of the crossover phenomena between various l-regimes; c) plot of the crossover temperature TCO vs l. 
 
 
In a first step we must wonder if all the current terms of the 
previous l-series must be kept in the first term of Eq. (2.28) 
i.e., if the series must be truncated, for a given range of 
temperature [ ,ilT , ,ilT ]. As a result, for any T belonging to  
[ ,ilT , ,ilT ] we define the dominant term  
  2,max JFu LLL  , FL,L = F(L,L,0), L = lmax  (2.29) 
 
as well as the following ratio: 
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
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J
J
F
F
r
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l
l
ll
ll
l
l , J = J1 = J2.      (2.30) 
 
We have studied the thermal behavior of ll rr /1  for various 
finite l-values. This work is reported in Fig. 2a. We observe 
that log10(rl+1/rl) shows a decreasing linear behavior with 
respect to kBT/JS(S+1). We have zoomed Fig. 2a in the 
very low-temperature  domain  (Fig. 2b). If  rl+1/rl  1  
log10(rl+1/rl)  0 and log10(rl+1/rl)  0 if rl+1/rl  1. We can 
then point out a succession of crossovers, each crossover 
being characterized by a specific temperature called cross-
over temperature TCO. TCO is the solution of the following 
equation: 
 
rl(TCO) = rl+1(TCO)                         (2.31) 
 
i.e., owing to Eq. (2.30):  
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

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
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
ll
lll
F
F
TkJ
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l
, )1(
~  SJSJ .(2.32) 
 
For instance, for the reduced temperatures such as  
kBT/ J
~  0.255, the value l = 0 is dominant i.e., 0(J) 
represents the dominant term of the characteristic polyno-
mial. All the other terms l(J) with l > 0 are subdominant. 
When 0.255  kBT/ J~   0.043 l = 1 is dominantso 
that1(J) is now the dominant term of the characteristic 
polynomial whereas 0(J) has become the subdominant 
one as well as all the other terms l(J) with l  1 etc... In 
that case the crossover temperature corresponding to the 
transition between the regimes respectively characterized by 
l= 0 and l= 1 is labeled 
1,0CO
T . We have reported 
kBTCO/ J
~
vs l in Fig. 2c. As expected we observe that TCO 
rapidly decreases when l increases. It means that, when the 
temperature tends to absolute zero, it appears a succession of 
closer and closer crossovers so that all the eigenvalues, 
characterized by an increasing l-value, successively play a 
role. But, when T  0 K, all these eigenvalues intervene due 
to the fact that the crossover temperatures are closer and 
closer. The discret eigenvalue spectrum tends to a contin-
uum. As a result we can say that T = 0 K plays the role of 
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critical temperature Tc. This aspect will be more detailed 
later. 
How interpreting this phenomena? In the 1d-case (infinite 
spin chain) we always have 0(J) as dominant eigenvalue 
in the whole range of temperature, the integral F0,0 being 
always equal to unity. In the 2d-case the situation is more 
complicated. The appearance of successive predominant ei-
genvalues is due to the presence of integrals Fl,l ≠1, for any  
l > 0. A numerical fit shows that the ratio Fl,l / F0,0 increases 
with l according to a logarithmic law, more rapidly than the 
ratio |l(J)/0(J)|2 which decreases with l, for a given 
temperature. The particular case l + will be examined in 
a forthcoming section. 
Now, if taking into account the previous study Eq. (2.28) 
can be rewritten as: 
 
     ),(),(1)()4(0 2148 2max2 TNSTNSTuZ NNN  ,  
T[ ,ilT , ,ilT ]   (2.33) 
 
where umax is given by Eq (2.21) with lmax = li = lj = l and:  
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In Appendix A we have studied ZN(0) in the thermodynamic 
limit,  for temperatures T 0 K, in the whole range [0,+[, 
with  1. We show that: i) For a given range [ ,ilT , ,ilT ] 
we have ZN(0)  22 4max8)4( NN u , with L = lmax = l; ii) as the 
reasoning is valid for any [ ,ilT , ,ilT ] we finally have 
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,
8)4()0(
N
l
JFZ llltNN  

, as N  +.    (2.35) 
 
In the previous equation the special notation 
0l
t recalls that 
the summation is truncated: In each temperature range 
[ ,ilT , ,ilT ] the eigenvalue  kl Ji   with k = 1, 2 is 
dominant. At the frontier T = ,ilT   kl Ji   and  kl Ji  1  must be taken into account whereas if T = ,ilT  
we have to consider  kl Ji   and  kl Ji  1 . However 
the initial notation 
0l
can be also kept. 
As the expression of ZN(0) appears at the denominator of 
all the thermodynamic functions derived  from  ZN(0) such as 
the specific heat, the spin correlations, the correlation length 
and the static susceptibility, all the numerical properties 
derived from this study are also valid for these thermody-
namic functions. 
C. Thermal derivatives of the zero-field partition 
function of an infinite lattice 
 
Once known the exact polynomial closed-form expression 
of the zero-field partition function ZN(0) as N  +,  it then 
becomes possible to obtain the free energy F and its thermal 
derivatives of main interest i.e., the internal energy U and the 
specific heat CV. From their respective definitions and the 
expression of ZN(0) given by Eq. (2.35) in the thermodyna-
mic limit we have per lattice bond 
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with  
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as N  +. (2.37) 
 
The special notation 
0l
t has been defined after Eq. (2.35) 
and recalls that the l-summation is truncated.  
Finally we define the Wilson ratio 
 
VCG
Tk
R
2
2
B
W
                            (2.38) 
 
where the susceptibility  is given by Eqs. (2.7) and (2.12). 
 
 
III. EXPRESSION OF THE SPIN CORRELATIONS, 
THE CORRELATION LENGTH AND THE SUS- 
CEPTIBILITY 
 
A. Generalities 
 
Using the general definition of the spin-spin correlation 
given by Eq. (2.9) and expanding the exponential part on the  
infinite basis of spherical harmonics, we can write:  
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where jiF ,'  is the following current integral 
 
  )()(' ,,,',',,, 1,1,,1,1 jimljimljijiji jijijiji YYXdF SSS  
          )()( ,
*
',',
*
, ,,,, jimljiml jijijiji
YY SS ,                             (3.2) 
 
 
for site (i,j) (and a similar expression for site (i+k,j+k')). 
When 1, jiX , we have jiji FF ,,'  (cf Eq. (2.17)). Thus, if 
calculating  z jiS ,  (or  z kjkiS ', ) we have a single in-
tegral jiF ,'  (or ',' kjkiF  ) containing cosi,j (or cosi+k,j+k') 
whereas for  z kjkiz ji SS ',, . we have two integrals jiF ,'  
and ',' kjkiF   in the product of integrals appearing in Eq. 
(3.1).  
B. Calculation of the spin correlation. Consequences 
 
Now we wish to calculate the numerator of the spin corre-
lation  zuS . It is given by Eq. (3.1) in which we have  
1
21,
kkX  except at sites (i,j) or (i+k,j+k') where we use the 
following recursion relation: 
 
)()(cos ,,11,,, ,,,,, jimlljimlji jijijijiji YCY S S  
        )(
,,,, ,11 jijijiji mll
YC S .                   (3.3) 
 
In the particular but important case on which we focus i.e., 
the thermodynamic limit (N  +), we have mi,j = 0 and m'i,j 
= 0 for any (i, j). Then 1, jilC and 1, jilC  reduce to 
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ll
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In the particular case 0, jil  as it occurs for the beginning 
of each l-series expansion, we have 3/11 C and 01 C . 
In the case of the calculation of the spin correlation, this  
transform can be equivalently applied to each of the four 
spherical harmonics appearing in Eq. (3.2). For instance, if 
we wish to calculate  z jiS , , we directly apply Eq. (3.3) to 
)( ,
*
0,, jil ji
Y S . As a result the integral jiF ,' defined in Eq. (3.2) 
can be written: 
 
1,11,1, ,,,,,,
'   jijijijijiji llllllji FCFCF          (3.5) 
 
 with: 
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YY SS ,  = ±1,               (3.6) 
 
with li+1,j  = li,j1 = li,j = l'i,j = l in the thermodynamic limit (N 
 +). We immediately retrieve the calculation of integrals 
appearing in that of the zero-field partition function [19]. As 
a result, if using Eq. (2.19), we can readily write: 
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Thus, the non-vanishing condition of each current integral 
jiji llF ,, ,  is mainly due to that of the involved C.G. coeffi-
cients. We have previously seen that it allows one to write 
down universal temperature-independent selection rules. For 
integers l the selection rule given by Eq. (2.25) is slightly 
modified. We now have 0
0
00
, 
jiL
llC  (with  = ±1) and 
0
0
00
,, jiL llC  if respectively: 
 
2l + + Li,j = 2gi,j,  2l + Li,j = 2g'i,j.              (3.8) 
 
 
Reporting the L-value derived from the first equation i.e., L = 
2g (2l+ ) in the second one, we must have 2g = 2g'. 
The unique solution is= 0 which is impossible in the pre-
sent case because = ±1, exclusively. As a result 0 00
L
llC   
and 
0
00
L
llC  do not vanish simultaneously but their product 
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is always null. We immediately derive 0, llF  and jiF ,' = 
0 so that: 
 
 z jiS , = 0,   z kjkiS ', = 0,                (3.9) 
 
and: 
 
 z kjkiz jiz kk SS ',,', . .                 (3.10) 
 
This result rigorously proves that the critical temperature is 
absolute zero i.e., Tc  = 0 K. 
C. Calculation of spin-spin correlations 
 
The z-z spin-spin correlation  z kjkiz ji SS ',, .  has been 
defined in Eq. (3.1). At this step we recall that (i,j), the 
reference site, can be chosen as (0,0) due to the fact that all 
the lattice sites are equivalent. In addition we restrict the 
following study to k 0 and k' 0, without loss of generality.  
 
C1. Calculation of the spin-spin correlation between first-
nearest neighbors belonging to the same lattice line 
  
In a first step we examine the case of the spin-spin correla-
tion between first nearest-neighbors belonging to the same 
lattice line (or row), for instance  1,00,0 .SS . The numera-
tor of Eq. (3.1) can be calculated by the same method used 
for expressing the zero-field partition function ZN(0). Due to 
the imbricate character of integrals Fi,j we recall that the pro-
cess of integration can be achieved through three methods: i) 
Integrating from horizontal line i = N to i = N between verti-
cal lines j = N and j = N or ii) vice versa; iii) integrating 
simultaneously from the four lattice lines i = N, i = N, j = 
N and j = N (confused on the torus) in the direction of the 
lattice heart characterized by site (0,0).  
In the thermodynamic limit (N  +) we have mk,k' = m'k,k' 
= 0 for any lattice site. In addition, we have seen in Appendix 
A that the l-polynomial expansion giving ZN(0) reduces to the 
dominant term for which lk,k' = l'k,k' = l for all the horizontal 
and vertical bonds, notably for all the sites linked to the hori-
zontal line i of reference that we conventionally choose as i = 
0. Thus, among the horizontal bonds of that line, a special 
care must be brought to the bond between sites (0,0) and (0,1) 
characterized by l0,0: This is the correlation domain. 
At these sites we respectively have l'1,0 = l0,1 = l'0,0  = l 
and l'1,1 = l'0,1 = l0,1 = l due to the fact that these coefficients 
are involved in the highest-degree term of the characteristic 
polynomial associated with ZN(0): All the current integrals 
F'k,k' have been evaluated except F'0,0 and F'0,1. We have F'k,k' 
= Fl,l  which is given by Eq. (3.7) in which  = 0. In other 
words the integrand of current integrals F'k,k', with (k,k')   
(0,0) and (k,k')  (0,1), does not have changed in contrast 
with the integrand of F'0,0 and F'0,1. As a result we have to de-
termine the evolution of l0,0 when passing from its value in 
the highest-degree term of ZN(0) i.e., l0,0 = l to its new value 
in the numerator of Eq. (3.1) because the integrand of integral 
F'0,0 has become  30,00,0,00, )()(cos 0,0 SS ll YY .    
The decomposition law only intervenes at sites (0,0) and 
(0,1). Thus, at site (0,0), for determining l0,0 with respect to 
the other l-coefficients appearing in F'0,0 i.e., l'1,0 = l0,1 = l'0,0  
= l, we first apply the decomposition law to the spherical har-
monics )( 0,00, SlY . The corresponding result is 
 
1,11,1 0,00,00,0
'   llllll FCFCF           (3.11) 
 
with llF ,0,0  artificially written as: 
   )()()( 0,000,0020,00,0,0, ,,0,00,0 SSSS   lllll YYYdF ,  
 = ±1.  (3.12) 
 
We immediately retrieve the calculation of integrals appear-
ing in the zero-field partition function. In integral llF ,0,0  
we begin by expressing the products of pairs of spherical 
harmonics as C.G. series (cf Eq. (2.18)). For instance we 
have 
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If inserting in Eq. (3.12) the non-vanishing condition of inte-
gral llF ,0,0  imposes L = L' i.e., l0,0 = l + ,  = ±1. As a result 
all the lattice bonds are characterized by the integer l whereas 
the unique bond of the correlation domain is characterized by 
l ± 1. We have if l0,0 = l +   
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 = ±1, ' = ±1,  (3.14) 
 
 
with L> = min(2l, 2l + + '). Thus, after applying at site     
(0,0) the decomposition law given by Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4), 
each contribution can be written owing to the generic term 
',  lll FC . 
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FIG. 3. Plots of the ratios R = Fl+1,l+1/Fl,l, Fl1,l1/Fl,l, and Fl+1,l--1/Fl,l where 
integrals Fl+,l+' ( = 1 and ' = 1) are defined by Eqs. (2.17), (2.26), (3.12) 
and (3.14) as well quantities Kl+1 and Kl1 given by Eq. (3.16).  
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FIG. 4. Plots of log10(kBTCO/|J|S(S+1)) and log10(kBT'CO/|J|S(S+1)); the 
crossover temperatures TCO and T'CO are defined by the transcendental equa-
tions (2.32) and (3.17), respectively.   
We have discarded the case in which we apply the decom-
position law to )( 0,00,0,0 SlY  in Eq. (3.12). If doing so and im-
posing that the final value of integral F'0,0 given by Eq. (3.12) 
must be similar i.e., independent of the application of the de-
composition law, a work similar to the previous correspond-
ing one leads to write l0,0 = l and one of the coefficients l'1,0, 
l0,1 or l'0,0  is equal to l + ,  = ±1. This result is in contradic-
tion with the fact that we must have l'1,0 = l0,1 = l'0,0  = l. In 
addition the first nearest-neighbor integral F'0,1, F'1,0 or F'1,0 
vanishes. As a result the decomposition law must uniquely be 
applied to a spherical harmonics )( 0,00, SlY  for which l is 
known i.e., for a bond already characterized by an integer l. 
If interpreting the geometrical nature of the corresponding 
correlation path it means that we are dealing with the begin-
ning of a loop which is forbidden. In other words the unique 
correlation path is constituted by the bond between sites (0,0) 
and (0,1) to which the correlation domain is reduced. This 
point will be more detailed in a next subsection. 
Finally we apply the decomposition law at site (0,1). We 
have to consider integral F'0,1. The work is similar to that one 
achieved for integral F'0,0 given by Eqs. (3.11) and (3.14) but 
the l-coefficients are now l'1,1, l'0,1 and l0,1, with l'1,1 = l'0,1  = 
l0,1 = l for reasons explained above. We also consider that l0,0 
is unknown whereas we have a single possibility for applying 
the decomposition law to spherical harmonics i.e., on 
)( 1,00,' 1,1 SlY , )( 1,00,1,0 SlY  or )( 1,00,' 1,0 SlY  (which are nothing 
but )( 0,00, SlY ). We verify that l0,0 = l + ,  = ±1, as indepen- 
dently found when calculating F'0,0: The corresponding 
contribution is F'0,1 = Cl+1Fl+1,l+1 + Cl1Fl+1,l1 if l0,0 = l  1 and 
F'0,1 = Cl1Fl1,l+1 + Cl1Fl1,l1 if l0,0 = l  1. As a result we can 
finally write 
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l,0 is the Kronecker symbol (due to the fact that Cl1 = 0 if l = 
0). Integrals Fl,l and Fl+,l+' are respectively given by Eqs. 
(2.26) in which m = m' = 0 and (3.14), and the coefficient 
Cl+ is given by Eq. (3.4).  
In Fig. 3 we have reported the various ratios of integrals 
Fl+1,l+1/Fl,l, Fl1,l1/Fl,l and Fl+1,l--1/Fl,l. We note that all these 
ratios are lower than unity as well as the quantities Kl+1 and 
Kl1 given by Eq. (3.16).  
Now we have to examine the ratios P1,l+1 and P1,l1 defined 
by Eq. (3.16). For physical reasons they must be lower (or 
equal) to unity in absolute value. They are composed of two 
ratios: Fl+,l+/Fl,l  and    ilil JJ   /  with  = 1 or 
equivalently owing to their definition given by Eq. (2.15)    ilil JIJI   2/12/1 / . In absolute value and for a 
given relative temperature TkJJ ii B/ (i = 1, 2) we have    ilil JIJI   2/12/3  for  = +1 so that |Pi,,l+1| < 1. 
However we always have    ilil JIJI   2/12/1  for  = 
1. As a result and due to the fact that Fl1,l1/Fl,l < 1 we can 
have |Pi,,l1| < 1 or |Pi,,l1| > 1 which has no physical meaning. 
We proceed as for the thermal study of the current term of 
the l-polynomial expansion of ZN(0) where we have defined a 
crossover temperature TCO by Eq. (2.32) so that the eigen-
value  il Ji   is dominant within the range [ ,ilT , ,ilT ]. 
Similarly, for studying the ratio    JJ ll   /1  appearing 
in |Pi,l1| given by Eq. (3.16) and due to the fact that  
max(|Pi,,l1|) = 1, we define the new crossover temperature    
T 'CO by 
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in the simplest case J = J1 = J2 without loss of generality. As 
for Eq. (2.32) we have numerically solved this transcendental 
equation and we have reported the corresponding results in 
Fig. 4.  
We remark that, if comparing TCO and T 'CO, we always 
have T 'CO > TCO. Then, if achieving the numerical study of 
|Pi,,l1| we always have |Pi,,l1| < 1 if T < T 'CO. It means that, 
finally, |Pi,l1| < 1 if T < TCO < T 'CO. As a result, in the tem-
perature range [ ,ilT , ,ilT ] where the eigenvalue  Jil   
is dominant, we always have  |Pi,l1| < 1. This property 
remains true at the frontier T = ,ilT  where  Jil   and  J
il
 1  must be taken into account whereas if T = 
,ilT we have to consider  Jil   and  Jil  1 . The 
other eigenvalues are considered as neglected ones due to the 
fact that there are out of their temperature domain of predom-
inance. Under these conditions we again justify the special 
notation 
0l
t appearing in Eq. (3.15) which recalls that the 
l-summation is truncated.   
Finally we note that it is easy to express  zz SS 0,10,0 .  by 
changing J1 into J2 in Eq. (3.15). 
 
C2. Calculation of the spin-spin correlation between spins 
belonging to the same lattice line  
 
We first focus on the spin-spin correlation  zz SS 2,00,0 .  
for illustrating the reasoning before its generalization to the 
spin-spin correlation  z kz SS ',00,0 . . Due to the fact that we 
consider the thermodynamic limit (N  +) the characteris-
tic polynomial is restricted to the highest-degree term for 
which all the bonds are characterized by integers m = m' = 0 
and li,j=l'i,j=l: llll   0,10,01,0 ''  at site (0,0), lll  1,01,1 ''  
at site (0,1) and llll  2,02,02,1 '' at site (0,2) due to the 
fact that loops are forbidden. We then have to determine in-
tegers l0,0 and l0,1 characterizing the two horizontal bonds be-
tween sites (0,0) and (0,2) which now constitute the correla-
tion domain.  
At site (0,0) the treatment is similar to that one previously 
explained in Subsect. III.C1. The decomposition law leads to 
two contributions  lll FC , ( = ±1) with l0,0 = l +  so 
that, for a fixed value of , the total contribution including 
the radial factor is  1, JFC llll   . At site (0,1), for 
a given l0,0 = l + , integral 1,0,llF  can be expressed as inte-
gral 
0,0,ll
F  , owing to Eqs. (3.12)-(3.14) where l0,0 is re-
placed by l0,1. The non-vanishing condition of this integral 
leads to l0,1 = l0,0 = l +  ( = ±1) so that the corresponding 
contribution of site (0,1) is  1, JF lll   . If taking into  
account  the previous work  of  integration  at  site  (0,0)  the 
total contribution of sites (0,0) and (0,1) to the numerator of 
 zz SS 2,00,0 .  is   2, 1JFC llll   .  
Arriving at (0,2) the decomposition law is applied but all 
the l-coefficients have been already determined: The corre-
sponding contribution is  1,11 lll FC 1,11  lll FC if l0,1 = l 
+1 and 1,111,11   llllll FCFC  if l0,1 = l 1. As a result, 
for site (0,2), the two full contributions are respectively    1,111,1111,11 21     llllllllll FCFCJFC . Thus, 
as noted in the previous subsection, all the lattice bonds are 
characterized by integer l whereas the two bonds of the cor-
relation domain are characterized by integers l0,0 and l0,1 equal 
to  l ± 1. 
If now considering the site (0, k') the spin-spin correlation 
 z kz SS ',00,0 .  can be easily derived from the previous calcu-
lation of  zz SS 2,00,0 . . At site (0,0) we have  0,01,0 'll  
0,1'l = l and lll KK  ,0,1 ''  at sites (0,K') with 0 < K' < k', for 
which we have to determine l0,K'. Finally llll kkk  ',0',0',1 ''  
at site (0,k'). At site (0,0) the decomposition law is applied on 
integral F'0,0. The calculation is unchanged and the corre-
sponding contribution is  1, JFC lll   (with l0,0 = l ± 
1). For all the sites (0,K') with K'  k' , there is no decomposi-
tion law and the work is similar to the one achieved at site 
(0,1): The non-vanishing condition of each encountered inte-
gral F0,K' leads to l0,K'  = l + , with  = ±1, so that the full con-
tribution of each site (0,K') is  1, JF lll   . If taking 
into account all the contributions between site (0, 0) and site 
(0,k'  1) the full contribution is    ''', 1 klll JFCl   . 
Arriving at site (0,k') the decomposition law is applied on in-
tegral F'0,k' but all the l-coefficients have been already deter-
mined: The corresponding contribution is 
1,111,11   llllll FCFC  if  = +1 and 
1,111,11   llllll FCFC  if  = 1. Finally all the lattice 
bonds are characterized by integer l whereas the k' bonds of 
the correlation domain are characterized by integers l0,0 , l0,1, 
..., l0,k'  all equal to  l ± 1. 
 As a result the spin-spin correlation  z kz SS ',00,0 .  can be 
finally written 
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FIG. 5. a) Wing domain and correlation domain for a finite lattice showing edges; b) case of an infinite lattice (N  +); all the bonds of the wing domain 
are characterized by integer l. 
 
 
where the coefficients Kl+1 and Kl1 are given by Eq. (3.16). 
The special notation 
0l
t  recalls that the l-summation is 
truncated.  zkz SS 0,0,0 .  can be obtained by exchanging J1 
and J2 i.e., P1,l+  against P2,l+ in Eq. (3.18). 
 
 
C3. Calculation of the spin-spin correlation between  
any couple of lattice sites 
 
Now we focus on the general case i.e., the calculation of 
the spin-spin correlation  z kkz SS ',0,0 .  between any couple 
of lattice sites (0,0) and (k,k').  
We have previously seen that, due to the imbricate charac-
ter of site integrals Fi,j the process of integration can be achie-
ved through three methods: i) Integrating from horizontal 
edge line i = N to i = N (confused with i = N) between 
vertical edge line j = N and j = N (confused with j = N) or 
ii) vice versa; iii) integrating simultaneously from the four 
lattice edges i = N, i = N, j = N and j = N in the direction of 
the lattice heart characterized by site (0,0). For sake of sim-
plicity we choose case iii for the integration process.  
As we exclusively focus on the case of infinite lattices the 
polynomial expression of the numerator of Eq. (3.1) is such 
as all the integrals Fi,j not involved in correlation paths are 
characterized by a collection of integers l'i+1,j, li,j1, l'i+1,j and li,j 
which are all equal to l. This part of the lattice constitutes the 
wing domain. The remaining part which contains all the pos-
sible correlation paths is the correlation domain. This must 
be true for a finite lattice showing edges (Fig. 5a) or an infi-
nite lattice (thermodynamic limit, Fig. 5b). Now we have to 
answer to the following question: How to define the frontier 
between the wing domain and the correlation one?   
In Subsect. III.C1 we have seen that, for line i = 0, the de-
composition law given by Eqs. (3.3)-(3.5) must exclusively 
concern a spherical harmonics )( ,00, jlY S . In that case too, at 
site (0,1), if applying the decomposition law to )( 1,00,1,0 SlY  
we derive l'0,1 =  l +  (with  = 1, Fig. 6a) or l'1,1 = l + 
(Fig. 6b). Integral F1,1 or F1,1  vanishes (cf Eqs. (3.5)-(3.8)). 
It means that the correlation path on line i = 0 showing a 
loop outside (Fig. 6a) or inside (Fig. 6b) the correlation do-
main is forbidden. A similar reasoning can be achieved for 
the horizontal line i = k (Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b) or the vertical 
lines j = 0 and  j = k' (Fig. 6c). This allows one to conclude 
that the correlation domain between sites (0,0) and (k,k') is a 
rectangle built on these sites and the other sites (k,0) and 
(0,k'). This rectangle contains all the correlation paths. All 
the previous results are summarized in the following theo-
rem:  
 
Theorem 1:  
 
For calculating the numerator of the spin-spin correlation 
 z kjkiz ji SS ',, . , it is necessary to take into account two 
domains: A correlation domain which is a rectangle of verti-
ces (i j), (i,j+k'), (i+k,j+k') and (i+k,j) within which all the 
correlation paths are confined, and a remaining domain cal-
led wing domain. In both domains, for an infinite lattice, we 
have m = 0. All the bonds of the wing domain are character-
ized by the same coefficient l, including the bonds linked to 
the correlation domain. 
 
At site (0,0), if wishing to calculate the correlation with 
any lattice site, the decomposition law leads to two types of 
correlation path respectively labeled  cases i and ii  (see Fig. 
7a) because there are two possible choices: l0,0 = l +  and l'0,0 
= l (case i) or l'0,0 = l +  and l0,0 = l (case ii).  
i) Let us consider the correlation path of case i. This path 
starts at site (0,0), follows the horizontal line i = 0 up to site 
(0,k') and, from this site, finally runs along the vertical line j 
= k' for terminating at site (k,k'). The work of integration in 
the wing domain is done so that the lattice is simultaneously 
swept for the horizontal lines starting at i = N and ending at 
i = 1, line i = N down to i = k + 1, the vertical lines  j = N 
to j = 1, and j = N to j = k' + 1. All the horizontal bonds of 
the correlation domain not involved in the correlation path 
are characterized by integer l (due to the fact that we deal  
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FIG. 6. a), b), c) Examples of forbidden correlation paths (loops) at the frontier between the wing domain and the correlation domain, for an infinite lattice    
(N  +); the correlation path is characterized by a thick line and each bond of the path by integer l +  ( = 1); the other bonds which do not belong to cor-
relation paths are characterized by a thin line and integer l ; d) another example of forbidden correlation path showing a loop inside the correlation domain. 
 
 
 
 
FIG.7. a) Correlation paths along the frontier between the correlation and the wing domains (cases i and ii); examples of correlation paths inside the corre-
lation domain (case iii); all these paths are characterized by the shortest length between sites (i, j) and (i + k, j + k') and are equivalent i.e., they show the same 
weight.  
  
 
with the highest-degree term) whereas those belonging to the 
correlation path show the integer l + ( = 1). We have a 
similar reasoning for the vertical lines j. In addition, when 
the wing domain has been fully swept (i.e., the integration 
process being over), the correlation domain can be also swept 
from line i = k to line i = 0, and line j = 0 to j = k' (or vice 
versa). It finally means that, when the integration process has 
been achieved for a whole vertical line j from j = 0 to j = k' 
but also for a whole vertical line i from i = k to i = 0, it is im-
possible to go backwards. In other words, loops inside the 
correlation domain are forbidden (see Fig. 6d).  
Thus, in case i, all the vertical bonds linked to the hori-
zontal line i = 0 as well as all the horizontal bonds linked to 
the vertical line j = k' are characterized by integer l. For line  
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i = 0, the calculation of the contribution to the spin-spin cor-
relation  z kkz SS ',0,0 .  is strictly the same one as that one de-
scribed for evaluating  z kz SS ',00,0 . . At site (0,0) we have 
l0,0 = l +  and l'0,0 = l and the full contribution is  1, JFC llll   , ( = 1). For all the remaining sites 
K' of line i = 0 such as 0 < K' < k', each bond brings the con-
tribution  1, JF ll   to the correlation so that, for all 
the sites between (0,0) and (0,k' 1), we have the contribu-
tion    ', 1 klll JFCl   . At site (0,k') the integration 
work is slightly different due the fact that we have l0,k' = l'0,k' = 
l but, now, we have to determine l'1,k'. The non-vanishing 
condition of integral F0,k'  given by Eq. (3.12) in which l0,0 is 
replaced by l'1,k' leads to l'1,k' = l +  ( = 1). Thus, the corres-
ponding contribution is  2, JF lll   . A similar work 
of integration done on the horizontal line i = 0 can be 
achieved for all the sites (K,k') belonging to the vertical line j 
= k', such as 0 < K < k: Due to the integration achieved for all 
the remaining bonds out of the correlation path we have lK,k'1 
=lK,k' = l; the non-vanishing condition of integral FK,k' leads to 
l'K,k' = l'k1,k' = l +  ( = 1). The corresponding contribution 
of the correlation path bonds is   klll JF 2,   . At site 
(k,k') the decomposition law is applied on integral F'k,k' : All 
the involved integers lk1,k', l'k+1,k' and lk,k' have been already 
determined due to the integration in the wing domain (l'k+1,k' 
and lk,k') or along the correlation path (lk1,k'); they are all 
equal to l and l'k,k' = l + ( = 1). The result of the integra-
tion work is then similar than in Subsec. III.C1 (site  (0,1)) or 
in Subsec. III.C2 (site (0,k')) and gives the numerical factor 
1,11,1   llllll FCFC ( = 1). As a result the final 
contribution of all the sites of the correlation  path between 
sites (0,0) and (k,k')  is        ',1,11,1 1 klllllllll JFFCFCCl  
  klll JF 2,    ( = 1) (case i). 
 
ii) Let us consider the correlation path of case ii. This path 
starts at site (0, 0), follows the vertical line j = 0 up to site 
(k,0) and, from this site, finally runs along the horizontal line 
i = k for terminating at site (k,k'). At site (0,0) we have the 
other possibility l'0,0 = l + and l0,0 = land thecorresponding 
contribution is now  2, JFC llll   . For all the re-
maining sites K of line j = 0 such as 0 < K < k, each bond 
brings the contribution  2, JF lll    to the correlation 
path so that for all the sites between (0,0) and (k 1,0), we 
have the following contribution   klll JFCl 2,   . 
At site (k,0) the integration work is slightly different. The in-
tegers lk1,0 and l'k+1,0 have been already determined due to the 
integration in the wing domain (lk1,0 = l'k+1,0 = l) and l'k,0 = l 
+ ( = 1) due to the integration on the correlation path at 
site (k1,0) but, now, lk,0  l. The non-vanishing condition of 
integral Fk,0  given by Eq. (3.12) in which l0,0 is replaced by 
lk,0 leads to lk,0 = l +  ( = 1). A similar work of integration 
can be achieved for all the sites (k,K') belonging to the hori-
zontal line i = k, such as 0 < K' < k': Their full contribution is 
   '1, klll JF   . At site (k,k') the decomposition law is 
applied on integral F'k,k' : All the involved integers l'k,k', l'k+1,k' 
and lk,k' have been already determined and are all equal to l, 
lk1,k' = l + ( = 1) due to integration at site (k1,k'). The 
result of the integration work gives the numerical factor 
1,11,1   llllll FCFC ( = 1) like in case i. Finally the 
contribution of all the sites of the correlation path is        ',1,11,1 1 klllllllll JFFCFCCl
  klll JF 2,   ( case ii = 1).  
At this step two remarks must be made: (i) The correlation 
paths of cases i and ii contain the same number of horizontal 
bonds characterized by J1 and vertical bonds characterized by 
J2; their respective contributions to the corresponding spin-
spin correlation are equal which means that the spin-spin cor-
relations are equal as expected; (ii) these correlation paths 
correspond to the shortest possible path between sites (0,0) 
and (k,k'). This constitutes an illustration of the principle of 
least action (Maupertuis' principle for classical spins). 
   
iii) Case iii is a mix of cases i and ii (see Fig. 7b). For in-
stance one can begin as in case i: The correlation path is 
composed of horizontal bonds up to the current site (0,K') of 
line i= 0. At this site the integrand of F0,K' given by Eq. (2.17) 
is )()()()( ',00,',00,',00,',00,' ',0',1 KlKlKlKl YYYY KK SSSS   due to 
the integration process in the wing domain which imposes 
l'0,K'  = l and the integration on site (0,K'1) which gives l0,K'1 
= l + ( = 1). As a result it remains two possibilities corre-
sponding for the choice of integers l'1,K' and l0,K': (i) The non-
vanishing condition of integral F0,K' given by Eq. (3.14) al-
lows to write l'1,K'  = l + ( = 1) and l0,K' = l due to the fact 
the polynomial giving the numerator of  z kkz SS ',0,0 .  (cf Eq. 
(3.1)) is restricted to its higher-degree term (case iii1); (ii) a 
similar reasoning can lead to choose l0,K' = l + ( = 1) and 
l'1,K'  = l (case iii2). In case iii1 the correlation path follows a 
vertical bond whereas in case iii2 we deal with a horizontal 
bond. This situation can be finally encountered for each lat-
tice site and is illustrated by the correlation paths of Fig. 7b. 
When comparing with the correlation paths i and ii we de-
rive that: (i) The correlation paths of cases i, ii and iii contain 
the same number of horizontal bonds (characterized by J1) 
and vertical bonds (characterized by J2); all the combinations 
involving horizontal and vertical bonds allowing to write the 
spin-spin correlation are equal which means that the spin-
spin correlations show a unique expression, as expected for 
this kind of lattice; (ii) these correlation paths correspond to 
the shortest possible paths between sites (0,0) and (k,k'). It is 
then easy to determine the total number of these paths: It is 
simply 


 
'
'
k
kk ; thus all the paths are equivalent and are 
characterized by the weight 
1
'
'




 
k
kk .  
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Theorem 2: 
  
All the correlation paths show the same length inside the 
correlation domain. These paths are the shortest possible 
ones in agreement with Maupertuis' principle. They respec-
tively involve the same number of horizontal and vertical 
bonds than the horizontal and vertical sides of the correla-
tion rectangle, for a 2d infinite square lattice. 
 
As a result the spin-spin correlation  z kkz SS ',0,0 .  can be 
written:  
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                 klkll PPK 1,2'1,11   
                klklll PPK 1,2'1,110, )1(  ,  
 
k' > 0, as N  + (3.19) 
 
where the coefficients Kl+1 and  Kl1 and the ratio Pi,l+ (i = 1, 
2) are given by Eq. (3.16) and the integrals Fl+,l+' by Eq. 
(3.14).  
 
  
D. Expression of the correlation length and  
the susceptibility 
 
The correlation length can be derived owing to Eq. (2.6) so 
that  
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, as N  + (3.20)  
 
with 
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where zl is defined in Eq. (2.37); Pi,l+ (i = 1, 2) and the coef-
ficients Kl+ are given by Eq. (3.16) and the integrals Fl+,l+' 
by Eq. (3.14).  
The total susceptibility per lattice site (i, j) i,j  is defined 
by Eq. (2.7). Due to the isotropic character of spin couplings 
we have previously seen that one can also define a suscepti-
bility per axis i,j = i,j /3 (cf Eq. (2.11)). As a result, for a 
practical purpose, we can consider the static susceptibility 
per square unit cell and averaged per lattice site which can be 
written as: 
 
    1,10,11,00,041             (3.22) 
 
where the susceptibility per site, referred per lattice axis, is 
      10,1421,
0
', )1()0(
1 2



  lllNllll
l
t
N
kk JJFZ
, as N+ (k = 0 or 1, k' = 0 or 1)                    (3.23) 
 
with: 
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, G = G', 
 = ±1, as N  +,     (3.24) 
and 
 
  lllll PPPPW ,2,12,22,1,1 4])(1][)(1[ ,  ))(1())(1( 2,1,22,2,1,2   lllll PPPPW , 
])(1][)(1[ 2,22,1,3   lll PPW                                                               (3.25) 
 
where the coefficients Kl+1 and Kl1 and the ratio Pi,l+ (i = 1, 
2) are given by Eq. (3.16)  
 
 
IV. LOW-TEMPERATURE STUDY  
 
In this section we examine the low-temperature behaviors 
of the free energy and specific heat densities on the one hand 
and, on the other one, the correlation length and the static 
susceptibility density. These latter thermodynamic functions 
are respectively characterized by a denominator of the type 
 liP ,1 or 2, )(1  liP , with i = 1, 2, where Pi,l+ is given 
by Eq. (3.16). As a result the study of this parameter (i.e., the 
study of ratios l+( iJ )/l( iJ ) and Fl,l +/F l, l) is cru-
cial.  
 
A. Preliminaries 
 
We first examine the ratio Fl+,l+/Fl,l(=±1) where inte-
grals Fl,land Fl+,l+ are respectively given by Eqs. (2.26), and 
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(3.14). In Fig. 3 each of these ratios has been reported. They 
are always lower than unity and tends to unity in the infinite 
l-limit. In addition, in Figs. 2a and 2b, we can see that, in the 
low-temperature limit, the eigenvalues l( iJ ) character-
ized by an infinite l become dominant. In that case it is pos-
sible to obtain a closed-form expression of this ratio. If ex-
pressing the spherical harmonics involved in the definition of 
integral Fl,l given by Eq. (2.17) in which m = 0 in the infinite 
l-limit [23]  
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, as l  +, 
 
 '    ' l/1'0  0    2.  (4.1) 
 
we have the exact asymptotic result: 
 



2
,
, 11
l
O
F
F
ll
ll ,  = ±1, as l +.       (4.2) 
 
It means that the ratios Pi,l+ defined by Eq.(3.16) reduce to 
the ratio of eigenvalues l+( iJ )/l( iJ )  
  
 il
il
li J
J
P 
  11,  ,   as T 0                 (4.3) 
 
i.e., due to Eq. (2.15),    ilil JIJI   2/12/1 / , with 
= ±1 (i = 1, 2) and presently    ilil JIJI  2/1 .  
For simplifying the discussion we restrict to the case J1 = 
J2 = J without loss of generality. Intuitively, in the low-tem-
perature limit, we must consider the three cases |J| l,|J| 
 land |J| l.The behavior of Bessel function  JIl   
as l + and |J|  + has been established by Olver 
[24]. In a previous paper [19] we have extended this work for 
a large order l (but not necessarily infinite) and for any real 
argument |J| varying from a finite value to infinity. Here we 
briefly summarize the key results. The study of the Bessel 
differential equation in the large l-limit necessitates the intro-
duction of the dimensionless auxiliary variables: 
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The numerical study of || is reported in Fig. 8. As expected 
we observe that there are two branches. || vanishes for a 
numerical value of z01 very closed to /2 so that there are 3 
domains which will be physically interpreted in next subsec-
tion. Let be T0 the corresponding temperature. We set: 
0.0
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FIG. 8. Thermal variations of || for various values of lkBT/|J| = 1/|z|. 
 
 
2
0B 
J
Tk
l .                                (4.5) 
 
In the formalism of renormalization group T0 is called a fixed 
point. In the present 2d case  we have l +. As a result  we 
derive that T0  Tc = 0 K as l  + so that the critical 
temperature can be seen as a fixed point. In other words it 
means that all the thermodynamic functions can be expanded 
as series of current term T T0  near T0  Tc = 0 K, in the 
infinite l-limit.  
At this step we must recall that the spin modulus S(S+1)  
S2, as S  +, is absorbed in the exchange energy J. Chakra-
varty et al. [6] as well as Chubukov et al. [10] have written 
that the action S/ (which allows one to calculate the parti-
tion function) is proportional to J/2. In addition these authors 
have considered the spin density S/a where a is the lattice 
spacing. In our case the lattice spacing between two similar 
Landé factors G or G' is 2a. As a result, the left member of 
Eq. (4.5) can be written as lkBT0/(J/2)(S/2a)2 so that the right 
member /2 becomes 4. We must keep in mind this remark 
because it will be very useful later. 
In Fig. 8 we observe that, below Tc, we have |z|  1 (i.e., 
|J|  l) and  || ~ (1 + z2)1/2 (i.e.,  || ~ |z|). Above Tc, we 
have |z|  1 (i.e., |J|  l) and || ~ 1 + ln(|z| /(1 + (1 + 
z2)1/2) (i.e., || ~ 1 + ln(|z|/2)). Finally, if T  T0  = Tc, |z|  z0 
i.e., |J|  l and ||  0. 
For convenience we now introduce the coupling constant 
g at temperature T as well as its reduced value g*: 
 
J
Tk
g B ,
c
*
T
T
g  .                          (4.6) 
 
g measures the strength of spin fluctuations. g* is a universal 
parameter and is l-independent. At the critical point T0  = Tc 
we have g* = 1. Owing to Eq. (4.4), the critical coupling gc 
can be written as: 
 
J
Tk
g cBc  , lg 2c
 .                   (4.7) 
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Chubukov et al. have found that, at the critical temperature 
Tc, the critical coupling is gc = 4/ where  = 2/ais a 
relativistic cutoff parameter (a being the lattice spacing) [10]. 
Haldane has evaluated gc in the case of a classical spin lattice 
[11,12]. He proposed Sadg /2c   or equivalently gc = 
2a/S if referring to the vertical rows or horizontal lines of the 
2d-lattice characterized by the same exchange energy J = J1 = 
J2. In our case S = 1 so that gc = 2a or  
 

 4*cg , a
 2 .                         (4.8) 
 
We introduce: i) The thermal de Broglie wavelength DB, 
ii) the low-temperature spin wave celerity /22 SaJc 
 along the diagonal of the lattice (i.e., /2 aJcu   along the 
vertical rows (u = y) or horizontal lines (u = x) of the lattice 
characterized by the same exchange energy J = J1 = J2 and 
spacing a, with 1)1( SS ) and iii) the slab thickness L of 
the D-space-time (D = 3):  
 
Tk
c
B
2DB
 , 
Tk
c
L
B
  .               (4.9) 
 
In other words we have L = DB/2. By definition we must 
have  
 
DB a                                    (4.10) 
 
i.e.,  = 2/a 2/DB or equivalently 
 L1 .                           (4.11) 
 
At the critical point Tc = 0 K DB  + (as well as L). It 
means that spins are strongly correlated. For finite tempera- 
tures DB and Lbecome finite. The adequate tool for esti-
mating  the correlation  between  any couple of spins  is  the 
  
correlation length . As a result DBorLappears as the 
good unit length for measuring .  
Under these conditions we generalize the application of 
the cutoff parameter . z defined by the second of Eq. (4.4) 
can be rewritten if using Eq. (4.6) 
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 ,   4
1*
cz                 (4.12) 
 
and Jlzz *  finally appears as 
 
22
*
a
L
Jz                        (4.13) 
 
if using the relation SaJc 22  (with S = 1). Thus, if 
considering the correlation length as a scaling parameter near 
the critical point Tc = 0 K, its measure along the diagonal 
of the lattice (if J = J1 = J2) characterized by a spacing a (i.e., 
in the -scale) is * =  )22( a (or * =  24 ) and *  = 
L along the slab thickness of the D-space-time (i.e., the i-
axis), due to scale invariance. These respective notations can 
be generalized to any physical parameter. We have the 
dimensionless relations near Tc = 0 K and for a fixed value of 
T   
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22*
*
, as T  0.(4.14) 
 
In Appendix B we have established the l-polynomial ex-
pansion of the ratio )(/)(11 zlzlP lll   (notably containing 
the dimensionless variable l||), near Tc = 0 K. The argument 
lz is replaced by *z  and we have shown that 
)(/)(1 zlzl ll    )(/)( **1   zz  i.e., 11   P Pl , as T 
 Tc = 0. Simultaneously, l|| must be replaced by *  
whose expression has been established in Appendix B. We 
have  
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where the parameter u*is given by: 
 
2*
*
1
1
z
u

 .                        (4.16) 
  
As a result, in the low-temperature domain, it becomes possi-
ble to expand the ratios )(/)( **1   zz  vs a general pa-
rameter that we now need to define.  
Chakravarty et al. [6] have introduced the physical para-
meters s and  defined as:  
)1( *s gJ  , )1( *  gJ .           (4.17) 
 
In the 2d-cases and  have the dimension of an energy JS2 
(in our case J). s is the spin stiffness of the ordered ground 
state (Néel state for an antiferromagnet) and  is the T=0-
energy gap between the ground state and the first excited 
state. In the framework of the classical spin approximation 
the spectrum is quasi continuous. In our case it means that   
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FIG. 9. Thermal variations of ||/4 vs g* respectively defined by Eqs. 
(4.4) and (4.6) and domains of predominance vs dimensionless parameters x1 
and x2 defined by Eq. (4.21); x1 and x2 control the scaling properties of the 
magnetic system. 
 
 
is very small. The writing of s and  is motivated by the fact 
that these parameters must obey Josephson's scaling law near 
Tc [26]: 
 
   )2(c Ds gg ,    )2(c Dgg      (4.18) 
 
where D = d + 1 is the space-time dimension (here D = 2 + 1) 
and  is the usual correlation length critical exponent ( = 1 
as evaluated by Chakravarty et al. [6]). At the critical point  
Tc = 0 K g
* = 1: s and  vanish and, near critically, we have 
sJ and J where J finally appears as the bare 
value of s and i.e., their value at 0 K. For all the previous 
reasons we are led to introduce the following parameters: 
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
where the factor 4 appears in  for notational convenience 
(the correspondence with the notation of Chakravarty et al. is 
assumed in Eq. (4.18) by multiplying  by the factor 4).  
The expression giving g* must be handled with care be-
cause we have T0  Tc = 0 K as  +. Thus, when g*  1, 
it means that this ratio remains finite by always imposing      
T  T0 when T0  Tc i.e., owing to Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7) which 
can be rewritten as **c* /1/ gzz  , |J|  . When g*  1 we 
always have T  T0 and |J|  .Finally |J|  means that 
we have T  T0 = Tc in the vanishing temperature limit.  
Now we express all the scaling parameters previously en-
countered. In a first step, we expand   in the low-tempera-
ture limit. We have the following asymptotic behaviors: 
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FIG. 10. Plot of x1 and x2 defined by Eq. (4.22) vs g*= T/Tc and do-
mains of predominance derived from the asymptotic behaviors of x1 and 
x2. 
 
 
 
 


F4
, |F|=g  1, T > Tc,           (4.20) 
 
so that the thermal study of   is reduced to two domains:   
g*  1 i.e., g gc (T < Tc) and g*  1 i.e., g gc (T > Tc). Each 
of these domains can be divided itself into two subdomains 
according to as   |F| or   |F|. In other words, in Fig. 
9, if considering a vertical line g* = K where K is any positive 
constant, with g*  1 or g*  1, as well as two different tem-
peratures T1 and T2 such as T1  T2 for instance, we have T11 
= T22 due to the second of Eq. (4.4) so that 1  2 with     
1  1 and 2  1. If examining Eq. (4.20) near T0 a small 
variation dg* < 0 if T  T0 or dg* > 0 if T  T0 when T0  Tc = 
0 K always implies d||  0. Physically it means that we must 
choose a parameter proportional to (1 g*)a if T  T0 and 
another one proportional to (g*1)a if T  T0 with a  1. In 
the limit T  T0  Tc = 0 K (i.e., g  gc or g* 1) these 
parameters must become infinite. If examining Eq. (4.19) 
(s/kBT)1 if T  T0 and (/kBT)1 if T  T0 are the good 
candidates. 
As a result we are led to introduce the following parame-
ters:  
 
s
B
1 
Tk
x , 
Tk
x B2                     (4.21) 
 
where the factor 2 = gc/2 also appears for notational con-
venience (as noted for  after Eq. (4.19)). Thus, if using the 
definition of s and (cf Eq. (4.18)), we verify that x1 and x2 
are functions which conveniently vary with g*. As s and 
vanish at T0 = Tc, x1 and x2 become infinite at this fixed 
point. Finally x1 and x2 can be also written as:  
1
*
*2
1
 g
g
x , 1
*
*
12
 g
g
x .           (4.22) 
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When choosing different scales  near Tc = 0 K i.e., through 
a dilation or a translation operation, it is easy to show that the 
corresponding expressions of x1 and x2 tend towards the same 
universal limit. Thus x1 and x2 are scaling parameters as well 
as *c* / zz  and * (see Appendix B). x1 and x2 appear as 
functions of the universal parameter g*. From a physical point 
of view and as noted by Chakravarty et al. [6] as well as by 
Chubukov et al. [10], x1 and x2 control the scaling properties 
of the magnetic system. x1 and x2 have been plotted in Fig. 
10. 
In summary, the comparison between Figs. 9 and 10 
allows one to write that for g*  1 (T  Tc) we have two 
possibilities: if   F then x1 1 and if   F  then    
x1 1. Similarly, for  g*  1 (T Tc) we have: x2 1 if         F   and  x2 1 if   F. 
There is an analytical continuity between x1 and x2 while 
passing through T0 = Tc. We then guess that there are only 3 
domains of predominance: x1 1 (T Tc and   F, 
Zone 1) i.e., s  kBT, x2 1 (T Tc and   F, Zone 2) 
i.e.,   kBT; finally x1 1 (T Tc and   F, Zone 3) 
i.e., s  kBT and x2 1 (TTc and   F, Zone 4) i.e., 
 kBT. In this latter domain, along the line T = Tc (g* 1), 
we directly reach the Néel line (see Fig. 10). Each of these 
domains previously described corresponds to a particular 
magnetic regime. The physical meaning of each regime is 
going to arise from the low-temperature study of the ratio 
)(/)( **1   zz  vs x1 or x2.  
However it remains a last step i.e., expressing *  as a 
scaling parameter vs x1 or x2. In Appendix B we have rigor-
ously shown that 
  

 
2
/1exp
argsh2 1*
x
, (Zones 1 and 3), (4.23) 
  


2
2/1exp
argsh2 2*
x
, (Zones 2 and 4).  (4.24) 
                            
The corresponding behaviors are reported in Fig. 11. As a 
result behaviors can be derived for the four zones of the 
magnetic diagram given by Fig. 9. In Zone 1 (x1 1,       
x1 1) we have 
  1* /1exp x , x1  1 (Zone 1).        (4.25) 
 
In Zone 2 (x2  1, x2  1) 
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x
 , x2  1 (Zone 2).   (4.26) 
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FIG. 11. Plot of * vs the scaling parameters x1 and x2 defined by Eqs. 
(4.21) and (4.22). 
 
 
 
 
In Zones 3 (x1 1, x1 1) and 4 (x21, x2 1) we 
have 
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  , x2  1 (Zone 4).(4.28) 
 
At the common frontier between Zones 3 and 4, when 
directly reaching Tc, x1 and x2 become infinite (cf Fig. 10) and 
* shows the common limit: 
 



 
2
51
ln2*c , x1  +, x2  +.       (4.29) 
                                    
The ratio  =   2/51 is the golden mean. As a result, start-
ing from a closed expression of 
 
given by Eq. (4.4) (see 
Eq. (B.1)) we directly obtained for * the result of Chubu-
kov et al. derived from a renormalization technique [10]. 
Adopting their notation we define: 
 
)(* ii xX , i = 1, 2.                    (4.30)                       
              
Using all the previous results detailed in Appendix C the 
ratio )(/)(' **1   zIzI  appearing in Eq. (4.15) and allow-
ing to define the other ratio )(/)( **11   zzP , as T 
 0 can be expressed. This latter ratio appears in the closed-
form expressions of the correlation length  (cf Eqs. (3.20), 
(3.21)) and the susceptibility (cf Eq. (3.22)-(3.25)). Its low-
temperature behaviors are then crucial for understanding the 
corresponding ones of  and . In Appendix C we have found  
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Zone 3 (x1 1, x1 1), 
Zone 4 (x2 1, x2  1), as T  0, (4.31) 
 
where * is respectively given by Eqs. (4.23)-(4.29).  
 
  
B. Spin-spin correlations and correlation length 
 
If considering the general -expression of the spin-spin 
correlation given by Eq. (3.19) due to the fact that, near  Tc = 
0 K, l is replaced by , we have Cl1  C1  1/2 and 
Kl1   K1  1/2 due to Eqs. (3.4) and (3.16). As a result we 
can write the spin-spin correlation: 
 
 '1'100 21. kkkkk'k, PP   SS  ,  as T  0      (4.32a) 
 
where P1 given by Eq. (4.31) reduces to  
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if J1 = J2 = J because F1,l1/F, 1 as  + . 
In Appendix C we have expressed the spin-spin correlation 
in this case, near Tc = 0 K, in the four zones of the magnetic 
phase diagram. In Appendix D we have shown that each 
expression (except for Zone 1) has to be renormalized.  
For k and k' finite but not too large the spin-spin correla-
tion given by Eqs. (D3)-(D6) can be reduced to the first order 
so that its renormalized expression can be written under the 
generic form for the nearest neighbors 
 
)()'(1
~
00 ik'k, xfkk  SS . (i = 1 or 2), 
as T  0,   (4.33) 
 
on condition that (k + k')f(xi)  1, with  

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 
2
1
8
)( 1*1
x
e
xf , Zone 1 (x1 1, x1  1), 
 *2)( ixf , i = 1, Zone 3 (x1 1, x1 1), 
i = 2, Zone 4 (x2 1, x2 1). (4.34a) 
 
Indeed, in Zone 1 and 3, we always have * < 1 near Tc = 
0 K. In Zone 4 we must have  )1(5/1 2 Cx  .084.0  
Zone 2 for which  
 *2 )(xf >> 1, x2 1, x2  1        (4.34b) 
 
is a special case discussed below (no long-range order). In 
Appendix D we have shown that the Ornstein-Zernike law is 
fulfilled when k and k'  +   
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where represents the universal measure of the correlation 
length along the lattice diagonal, near Tc = 0 K, with x = y 
and 2x if J = J1 = J2. We find 
 
  1*
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x xf
, as T  0.           (4.36) 
 
Then, if using the definition of the correlation length given by 
Eqs. (2.6) and (2.8) and owing to Eq. (4.14), we can write 
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as T  0   (4.37) 
 
where 2a represents the distance between two Landé factors 
G and L= Tkc B/ is the de Broglie length;  f(xi) is given by 
Eq. (4.34). It means that we can immediately derive the low-
temperature correlation length .   
Recalling that x1 = kBT/2s where s is the spin stiffness,  
the lattice spacing a is such as Jca 2/
 
with Js  as g
* 
= T/Tc vanishes with T near Tc = 0 K. For a lattice of double 
spacing 2a we finally derive in Zone 1: 
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We exactly retrieve the result first obtained by Hasenfratz 
and Niedermayer [27] and confirmed by Chubukov et al. 
[10]. This characterizes the Renormalized Classical Regime 
(RCR) for which s kBT: The divergence of describes a 
long-range orderwhen T approaches Tc = 0 K. Spins are 
aligned (J  0) or antialigned (J  0) inside quasi rigid quasi 
independent Kadanoff square blocks of side  if J = J1 = J2. 
In Zone 2 (x2 ~ 1, x2 1) where x2 = kBT/ we have 
 

c* , x2  1 (Zone 2)                  (4.39) 
 
We deal with the Quantum Disordered Regime (QDR) cha-
racterized by  kBT. Owing to Eq. (4.21) we have   = 
kBT/x2 so that *  Lx2  L as x2  1. Equivalently, due to 
Eqs. (4.14) and (4.39) we have *x  2ax22a: We then 
deal with a short-range order. The magnetic structure is ma- 
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FIG. 12. Magnetic regime for each domain of predominance of ||/4 vs 
g* respectively defined by Eqs. (4.4) and (4.6); the abbreviations stand for 
Renormalized Classical (RC), Quantum Critical (QC) and Quantum Disor-
dered (QD) regimes. 
 
 
de of spin dimers or aggregates of spin dimers organized in 
Kadanoff blocks of small size  that we can assimilate to 
blobs weakly interacting between each others. We deal with 
a spin-fluid. The detailed study is out of the scope of the 
present article. From a formal point of view it is often phra-
sed in term of Resonating Valence Bonds (RVB) between 
pairs of quantum spins (considered here in the classical spin 
approximation) [28]-[30].        
In Zones 3 (x1  1) and 4 (x2  1) we have   
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where we have set:  
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 C , C1 = 1.039 043. (4.41) 
 
We now deal with the Quantum Critical Regime (QCR). In 
Zone 3 we have s kBT whereas in Zone 4  kBT. The 
divergence of alsodescribes a long-range orderwhen T ap-
proaches Tc = 0 K. Spins are aligned (J  0) or antialigned (J 
 0) inside quasi rigid quasi independent Kadanoff square 
blocks of side  if J = J1 = J2. But, if comparing with the 
Renormalized Classical Regime (RCR) and the Quantum 
Disordered one (QDR), for the same temperature T, we have 
QDRQCRRCR. As a result Kadanoff blocks show a 
smaller size. However we shall see while studying the spe-
cific heat CV that the exact knowledge of this magnetic 
structure remains problematic.  
As a result each behavior of the correlation length charac-
terizes a magnetic regime. All the predominance domains of 
these regimes are summarized in Fig. 12.  
At the frontier between Zones 3 (s kBT) and 4 
(kBT) i.e., along the vertical line reaching the Néel line 
at Tc, x1 and x2 become infinite so that:  
Tk
c
C
B
1*  , T = Tc.                   (4.42) 
 
i.e., *  L as C1 is close to unity, as predicted by the 
renormalization group analysis [6,10]. As a result *  diverg-
es according to a T1-law i.e., the critical exponent is: 
 
 = 1                                  (4.43) 
 
in the D-space-time.  
Now we have to estimate the critical exponent  charac-
terizing the decay law of the spin-spin correlation near the 
critical point Tc = 0 K. If r  a it has been proposed by 
Chubukov et al. that  r,000.SS   exp(r/)/r(D 2 + ) (law 
1) where D = d + 1 is the space-time dimension [10]. 
Through a renormalization group approach they found  = , 
with D = 3. But there is also another decay law involving the 
dimension d of the crystallographic space  r,000.SS   
exp(r/)/r(d 2 + ) (law 2). Comparing with the decay law 
given by Eq. (4.35) obtained if J1 = J2 = J we can write along 
the lattice diagonal  /1
~
00 rk'k,SS .  with r = 
(k+k')/ 2  +, 2x  and r/  1 so that  
 
 =  (D = 3, law 1) =  (d = 2, law 2).    (4.44) 
 
Near Tc = 0 K the susceptibility  behaves as Twith 
(2) which does not directly depends on the dimension d 
or D. As a result the exact knowledge of the coefficient  is 
going to select the good choice between law 1 and law 2.  
Let us recall that, for a spin chain (D = 2) characterized by 
a single exchange energy J between first-nearest neighbors, 
the correlation length  behaves as |J| and the susceptibility 
 is such as (G  G')2 for a ferromagnet or a noncompen-
sated antiferromagnet, near Tc = 0 K, thus leading to  = 1,    
 = 2. The universal relation (2) leads to = 0. As 
 r,000.SS   1  r/ (with r  a and r/   1) it means 
that this result validates the decay law exp(r/)/r(D 2 + ). As 
a result the study of the susceptiblity near Tc = 0 K when D = 
3 must bring a definitive response. As the decay law is uni-
versal we expect that law 1 i.e.,  r,000.SS   r(D 2 + )  is 
fulfilled instead of law 2 where d = D 1 is involved.   
The low-temperature expression of the correlation length 
can be also directly retrieved from the basic definition 
given by Eqs. (2.6), (3.20) and (3.21) which involves spin-
spin correlations. In the low-temperature limit, these correla-
tions have been expressed through Eqs. (4.32)-(4.34). If con-
sidering the general -expression of the correlation length 
given by Eqs. (3.20) and (3.21), near  Tc = 0 K, l is replaced 
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by , Cl1   C1  1/2  and Kl1  K1  1/2 due to 
Eqs. (3.4) and (3.16). As a result, if calculating from the 
basic definition given by Eqs. (4.36) and (4.37) we retrieve 
2x  with   1*)(/2  ix xf , i = 1,2. Owing to 
Eq. (4.33) we can write the correlation length as 
 
~
01001
22
2


SS .
x , as T  0,        (4.45) 
 
where 
~
0100  SS .  is the renormalized spin-spin correlation 
between first-nearest neighbors (0,0) and (0,1) for instance, 
with 
~
0100  SS . = 
~
1000  SS .  as J = J1 = J2. In Eq. (4.45) 
the sign  appearing in the denominator concerns Zones 1, 3 
and 4 characterized by a long-range order whereas the sign  
is for Zone 2 characterized by a short-range order. As a 
result, if using Eqs. (4.32)-(4.34), we exactly retrieve, for 
each zone of the magnetic phase diagram, the same corre-
sponding low-temperature expression of the correlation 
length given by Eqs. (4.37)-(4.41).  
Finally there is a third method for finding the low-tem-
perature behavior of the correlation length. In Eq. (2.30) we 
have defined the convergence ratio r+1/r of the characte-
ristic polynomial associated with the zero-field partition 
function. Near the critical point we have r+1/r r1/r 
  0,100.SS 2 so that x behaves as 1/(1  rr /1 ). This 
relation is exclusively valid when Tc = 0 K because the 
correlation function k,k' reduces to   ',, . kjkiji SS . When 
Tc  0 K this is no more valid because  ji,S  and 
  ', kjkiS  appearing in the general definition of k,k' giv-
en by Eq. (2.8) do not vanish.   
Finally, in the general case J1  J2, using the definition of 
the correlation length given by Eqs. (2.6) and (2.8), it is easy 
to show 
 
)(
2
1 i
x xf
 , 
)(
2
2 i
y xf
 , 22 yx  , as T  0,    (4.46) 
 
where fk(xi) is given by Eq. (4.34) in which J is replaced by Jk 
(k = 1 for the x-axis and 2 for the y-axis) in xi (i = 1, 2). 
 
 
C. Free energy and specific heat densities 
 
C1. Free energy density  
 
The free energy density for the two-dimensional lattice is 
defined as  
 
)0(ln)( N
B Z
S
Tk
T F                   (4.47) 
  
where ZN(0) is the zero-field partition function given by Eq. 
(2.35) and S the lattice surface. In the vicinity of the critical 
point we have seen that the lattice is composed of indepen-
dent blocks of spins. When J = J1 = J2 we deal with square 
blocks of side length  where  is the correlation length (cf 
Eq. (4.42)). Thus we have S = 2 i.e., S = C2(c/kBT)2 where 
C is given by Eq. (4.41). The free energy density can be 
rewritten 
  
)0(ln)( 1 ND ZcCT  F , D = 3.         (4.48) 
  
As a result, near Tc = 0 K, F(T) has the form cD where  
is a universal number defined by 
  
 043039.11  C                       (4.49) 
 
so that the hyperscaling hypothesis is verified [31]. Finally 
D represents the volume of the slab of space-time which is 
infinite in D 1 dimensions but of finite length L in the re-
maining direction along the i-axis. In our case D = 3.   
As a result we can define the free energy density per lat-
tice bond:  
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In Appendix E we have established the expression of the 
free energy density near the critical point Tc = 0 K through a 
saddle-point method. In the thermodynamic limit we find 
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with  
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where P = (k, /c) is the relativistic momentum, k the 
relativistic energy. gc is the critical coupling defined as, for D 
= 3 
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3
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
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
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This result can be generalized to a D-space-time. In that case 
gc is given by:  
 
  2)/(
1
2
)/(1


P
Pd
g D
D
c
                   (4.54) 
 
with )/( Pd D  = SD )/()/( 1  PdP D , D = d + 1, SD = 
2D/2/(D/2) so that finally, if integrating Eq. (4.54) we re-
trieve the result of Chakravarty et al. [6] (expressed in -
unit) 
 
d
d
d
S
d
dgc  1)2)(1(2)(* ,               (4.55) 
 
thus finding a posteriori the geometrical factor that we sus-
pected. If expressing the ratio Sd+1/Sd i.e., SD/Sd = 2
D2(D 
1)((D1)/2)2/(D) we can obtain the surface of space- 
time SD swept by the relativistic momentum P vs Sd. SD/(2)D 
represents the integration measure KD. In other words, in the 
-scale, )(*c Dg  is expressed per unit of swept surface of spa-
ce-time 
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The second integral in Eq. (4.51) is badly divergent when P 
becomes infinite (ultraviolet domain). However all diver-
gences disappear if introducing the infinite volume contribu-
tion F(T) = F(0) for which m0 = 0 (L +). As a result we 
have: 
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as N  +. (4.57) 
 
This is the exact relation that Chubukov et al. have derived 
from a renormalization approach in the vicinity of the critical 
point [10]. Consequently it brings an important verification 
to our result derived from ZN(0) whose expression is valid for 
any temperature and considered in the low-temperature lim-
it.  
If g  gc, owing to the definition of the spin stiffness s 
given by Eq. (4.18) and after a first integration of Eq. (4.57), 
we get: 
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The first integral can be expressed owing to polylogarithms 
(or Jonquière functions) [32]: 
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and the Riemann zeta function )1(Li)( ss  (s  1). We have: 
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where  *)( ii xX  (cf Eq. (4.30)). If i = 1 X1(x1) is thus 
given by Eq. (4.25) for Zone 1 and Eq. (4.27) for Zone 3. 
As a result, if 11 x  (Zone 1, T  Tc), Eq. (4.60) be-
comes: 
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When 11 x  (Zone 3, T  Tc) the argument of Jonquière 
function can be expanded vs 1/x1  1 as well as the function 
itself. We find: 
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with: 
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where C = 2ln is given by Eq. (4.41),  being the golden 
mean. Concerning the coefficient C0 we note that the argu-
ment of the polylogarithm function is eC = 1/2 = 2 . As a 
result we also have C0 = Li3(2 )  ln(2 )Li2(2 )  
ln3(2 )/6. Using relations between polylogarithms Sach-
dev has rigorously shown that [33] 
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so that we derive here 
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The other coefficients C1, C2 and C3 can be also simplified 
through a similar work but that has no interest here.   
If g  gc, the following relation between the T = 0 gap, , 
and the coupling g is useful: 
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As a result and after a first integration of Eq. (4.57), we get: 
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In that case too this is the exact relation that Chubukov et al. 
have derived from a renormalization approach in the vicinity 
of the critical point [10]. Proceeding as in the case g  gc,  
when expressing the first integral with polylogarithms, we 
get: 
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where X2(x2) is thus given by Eq. (4.26) for Zone 2 and Eq. 
(4.28) for Zone 4. 
When 12 x  (Zone 2, T  Tc) Eq. (4.67) becomes: 
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When 12 x  (Zone 4, T  Tc) the argument of Jonquière 
function can be expanded vs 1/x2  1 as well as the function 
itself. We find: 
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with: 
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where C0, C1, C2 and C3 are given by Eq. (4.63).  
If 11 x  (Zone 1, T  Tc) the leader term of the free 
energy density per lattice bond is  
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with F(T) = F(0). As a result, coming simultaneously from 
Zone 3 (T  Tc, 11 x ) and Zone 4 (T  Tc, 12 x ) 
towards the common vertical frontier directly leading to the 
Néel line (T  Tc, case of an antiferromagnet) for which 
 21 xx , the common leader term of the free energy 
density per lattice bond can be written as: 
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 with owing to the result given by Eq. (4.64) 
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In addition we retrieve the complete result of Fisher and de 
Gennes which states that, if hyperscaling is valid, the free 
energy density per lattice bond satisfies [31] 
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with here D = 3 and L = c/kBT.  
 
C2. Specific heat density 
 
The specific heat CV can be expressed from Eqs. (2.36) 
and (2.37) in the thermodynamic limit. In the vicinity of the 
critical point Tc = 0 K, the specific heat density CV can be di-
rectly obtained owing to the well-known general definition 
CV = T2F/T2 where F if the free energy density. In the 
low-temperature range F  has been expressed in the previous 
subsection owing to closed-form expressions involving pa-
rameters x1 or x2. As a result and due to the definition of x1 
and x2 given by Eq. (4.21), and near Tc, we have the corre-
spondence T2/T2 = (kBx1/(2s))2/x12 for zones 1 and 3 in 
which s is the spin stiffness and T2/T2 = (kBx2/)2/x22 for 
zones 2 and 4 in which  is the energy gap between the 
ground state and the first excited state. s and  are defined 
by Eq. (4.18). Under these conditions it is possible to derive 
low-temperature closed-form expressions for CV.   
For sake of simplicity we directly express the correspond-
ing formulas vs parameters x1 or  x2. We have per lattice bond  
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The factor common to each expression of the specific heat 
density per lattice bond is nothing but the specific heat of a 
single gapless Bose degree of freedom: 
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so that we have the general expression for CV  
)(
8 0,2 iiV
V x
N
 CC , i = 1, 2                     (4.82) 
 
with the following critical exponent 
 
 = 2.                                 (4.83) 
 
We retrieve the general scaling form given by Chubukov et 
al. [10]. i(xi), (with i = 1,2) is a universal dimensionless 
function due to the fact that xi is dimensionless in 2 + 1 
dimensions. In the vicinity of the critical point, i(xi) repre-
sents the measure of the effective number of bosonic modes 
in the ground state. 
The examination of this number gives a first idea about 
the nature of magnetic arrangements. In zones 1 and 3 this 
number of modes is 1(x1) near the critical point. In zone 1 
(x1  1) 1(x1)  1(0) = 1 describes an ordered phase at    
T = 0 (Néel phase for an antiferromagnet). We can notably 
deal with Goldstone bosons when the wave vector k belongs 
to the range  11,   J  where J is the Josephson correlation 
length given by  J  |gc  g| i.e., here   = 1 and gc = 0, so 
that JTkgJ /B
1    (if J = J1 = J2): The spin dynamics is 
well described by rotationally averaged spin-wave fluctua-
tions about a Néel ordered ground state (for an antiferroma-
gnet). Thus the scaleJ controls the crossover between a 
critical behavior and a Goldstone one. Chubukov et al. have 
also shown that there exists a second crossover in the Renor-
malized Classical Regime (RCR) when T approaches Tc = 0 
K [10]. It occurs when k  1 . At this scale thermal fluctua-
tions of locally ordered regions (Kadanoff blocks of size ) 
destroy the long-range order. At scales larger than  i.e., if k 
< 1  the ferromagnet (or the antiferromagnet) appears dis-
ordered. 
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 In zone 3 (x1  1), in the Quantum Critical Regime 
(QCR) with g  gc, we have a single crossover between a 
quantum relaxational regime and a quantum critical one at k 
 kBT/c i.e., k  1/L[10]. However we have 1(x1)  1() 
= 4/5. That means that a residual part of the excitations has 
no bosonic origin. This result which is a rational number 
(whereas C0 and (3) are irrational) remains a mystery for the 
while and no physical understanding has been given.  
In zones 2 and 4 the number of modes is given by 2(x2). 
In zone 2 (x2  1) 2(x2)  2(0) = 0 describes a disordered 
phase (no bosonic excitations). This is due to the fact that we 
deal with a liquid phase composed of spin dimers or spin 
dimer blobs of size   Lx2  L as x2  1. There is a 
crossover between a quantum activated regime and a critical 
one wich occurs for k  /c. In zone 4 (x2  1), in the 
Quantum Critical Regime (QCR), 2(x2)  2()  =  4/5 
characterizes the quantum critical phase at g > gc. Along the 
critical line, at g = gc, 2() = 1() = 4/5. These results 
have been found by Chubukov et al. through a renormaliza-
tion method [10]. 
   
D. Susceptibility density 
 
If examining the closed-form expression of the suscepti-
bility given by Eqs. (3.23) and (3.24) the low-temperature 
behavior of the susceptibility is essentially ruled by that of 
the denominator. If dealing with a lattice characterized by 
two exchange energies J1 (respectively, J2) along each hori-
zontal lattice line (respectively, vertical), with different Lan-
dé factors G and G', the denominator is given by a product of 
terms 2, )(1  liP , with i = 1,2, where Pi,l+ is defined by Eq. 
(3.16). It is independent of the respective signs of J1 and J2 if 
G  G' and dependent if G = G'.  
As these quantities are close to unity the 2, )(1  liP 's 
diverge whereas the numerator is finite, if G  G'. When       
G = G' the denominator exclusively diverges for ferromag-
netic couplings (Ji  0). Near Tc = 0 K, the low-temperature 
behavior of the total susceptibility = 3 is given the infi-
nite l-limit (the -limit, as   + ) of the corresponding 
series defined by Eq. (3.23).  
We recall that the experimental product kBT of 2d-ferro-
magnets and 2d-noncompensated antiferromagnets diverges 
near Tc = 0 K, in the thermodynamic limit. From a math-
ematical point of view, we can use the same process as the 
one used for evaluating the zero-field partition function ZN(0) 
because the corresponding polynomial structure is similar. 
This property has been already pointed out after Eq. (2.35). 
As a result, owing to the low-temperature behaviors of the 
Pi's previously given (cf Eq. (4.31)) and that of correlation 
lengths (cf Eq. (4.42)) the total susceptibility per site = 3 
behaves as 
 
 2'GGyx  , as T  0                (4.84) 
 
where the sign + (respectively, ) corresponds to ferromag-
netic (respectively, antiferromagnetic) couplings (if J1 and J2 
show the same sign). As expected, near the critical point Tc = 
0 K, for ferromagnets and noncompensated antiferromagnets, 
the divergence of  is determined by that of the product of 
correlation lengths x and y. They are given by Eqs. (4.38)-
(4.40) for Zones 1 to 4, respectively. At the critical point we 
have owing to Eq. (4.42) 
 
     3B21 '   TkGGcC  , T  Tc = 0 K   (4.85) 
 
where C is given by Eq. (4.41). In the D-space-time we 
derive the corresponding critical exponent 
 
 = 3.                                        (4.86) 
 
As= (2) we then obtain  = 1, thus validating the 
decay law 1 i.e.,  r,000.SS   exp(r/)/r(D 2 + ), with D 
= 3. As a result we conclude that critical exponents must be 
evaluated in the D-space-time instead of the d-space. 
More generally Eq. (4.84) can be also rewritten: 
 
2
B )(TMTk yx , M(T) = (G  G')f(T), as T  0   (4.87a) 
 
where f(T) gives the thermal behavior of the magnetic mo-
ment per unit cell. It is notably crucial in the case of compen-
sated antiferromagnets. As a result the elementary suscep-
tibility per surface unit and per lattice bond is finally 
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This law is universal i.e., it is independent of the coupling 
nature. In addition, as , x and y can be expanded as 
scaling functions near Tc = 0 K, it means that M(T) can be 
also expressed as a universal (scaling) function. 
We retrieve the picture of Kadanoff's blocks near the 
critical point. These rectangular blocks show sizes of respec-
tive lengths x and y , the correlation lengths, and each 
block has a magnetic moment M = G  G', the unit cell mo-
ment. Due to the physical meaning of the correlation length 
we can say that, inside each block, classical spins are strong-
ly correlated and show the same parallel orientation (J < 0) 
or antiparallel one (J > 0). 
When dealing with a lattice characterized by a single 
Landé factor G = G' and even if considering different ex-
change energies J1 and J2 the denominator of susceptibility  
behaves as a product of terms  liP ,1 , with i = 1,2, where 
Pi,l+ is given by Eq. (3.16). Now it clearly depends on the 
sign of J1 and J2.  This remains valid if J = J1 = J2. For obvi-
ous physical reasons we focus on the case of a lattice such as 
G = G' and J = J1 = J2. The low-temperature behavior of the 
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product kBT is always given by Eq. (4.87) i.e., near Tc = 0 
K, we deal with Kadanoff's blocks which are squares of 
length x = y and moment M = G, the unit cell moment. 
As a result, for a ferromagnet (J  0), the reasoning used 
for the lattice characterized by G  G' and J1  J2 is un-
changed. Thus, behaves as 
 
22G , G = G', J  0, as T  0.        (4.88) 
  
The low-temperature behavior is dominated by the diver-
gence of 2 . At the critical point diverges according to a 
T3 law ( = 3).  
When dealing with a compensated antiferromagnet (J  0) 
the magnetic moment vanishes and the behavior of the prod-
uct kBT is given by the competition between the divergence 
of 2 and the vanishing law of M. In other words, if the 
divergence of 2 dominates, kBT can diverge near Tc = 0 K 
but less strongly than in the ferromagnetic case. If the diver-
gence of 2 is exactly compensated by the vanishing law of 
M, kBT tends towards a nonzero constant limit. Finally, if 
the vanishing law of M is preponderant, kBT vanishes near 
Tc = 0 K. This is precisely the case when considering the ex-
perimental product kBT of 2d-compensated antiferroma-
gnets.    
As kBT tends towards a null limit we have to consider all 
the contributions of the l-series terms as l  + i.e., all the 
-terms when  +. As all the eigenvalues have a close 
low-temperature behavior it means that we then deal with a 
continuum and the l-series (i.e, the -series) becomes an in-
tegral. Its value is essentially given in the infinite -limit i.e., 
the integral must be evaluated by means of a steepest descent 
method.     
In Appendix F we have expressed the field-dependent free 
energy density F(T, B) in the limit of vanishing B, in the case 
J = J1 = J2, without loss of generality. The B-argument can be 
expanded in powers of B. Then, if picking out the coefficient 
of the quartic term and considering the minimum of F(T,B) 
near the saddle point, we derive near Tc = 0 K the elementary 
susceptibility per surface unit and per lattice bond 
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where C is given by Eq. (4.41) and with kdk = kdk and 
k[ * /2,+[ or equivalently due to Eq. (F13) 
k[ Tkcm B0 2/2  ,+[. This is the exact expression differ-
ently obtained by Chubukov et al. [10]. Note the absence of 
direct dependence on the coupling g. 
After summing over n (see Eq. (F16)) the integration vs 
k of the first contribution appearing in Eq. (4.89) gives  
   0ln
B
2
0 /
  Tkcmk when T  0. It means that there is no 
ultraviolet divergence. The integration of the second contri-
bution allows one to write: 
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Due to Eq. (4.30) where we have set )(* ii xX , i = 1,2 
and Eq. (4.36) for which   1**   L  we can write 
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Under these conditions, if using the expression of Xi(xi) ob-
tained by comparison of Eqs. (4.23), (4.24) and (4.30) the 
susceptibility per surface unit of a compensated antiferroma-
gnet can be put under the form  
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where i(xi) is a universal (scaling) function given by 
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Thus, if comparing Eqs. (4.88) and (4.92) we derive that the 
factor kBTi(xi) is linked to the vanishing law of the square 
of the magnetic moment M. These functions i(xi) have also 
been obtained by Chubukov et al. [10]. In the Renormalized 
Classical Regime (RCR, x1  1) this function has the as-
ymptotic behavior 
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while in the Quantum-Critical Regime (QCR, x1  1) 
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where C is given by Eq. (4.41). In the Quantum-Disordered 
Regime (QDR, x2  1) we have 
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while in the other Quantum-Critical Regime (QCR, x2  1) 
we find 
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As a result, near Tc = 0 K, if using the respective expressions 
of scaling parameters x1 and x2 given by Eq. (4.21), the 
product kBT per surface unit can be put under the form for a 
compensated antiferromagnet 
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with  
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The result obtained for i() is exactly the same one 
(through the factor C) which has been derived by Chubukov 
et al. In addition these authors have found i() = 0.25  
0.04 owing to a Monte-Carlo method [10]. We shall com-
ment the comparison between this result and that one given 
by Eq. (4.102) in Sec. V.  
Thus, in addition to the experimental study of the low-
temperature behavior of the correlation length, that of the 
product kBT allows one to determine the nature of regime 
characterizing its vanishing behavior: If at first order in kBT, 
the vanishing law is proportional to kBT we deal with a Re-
normalized Classical Regime (RCR, x1  1); if it is propor-
tional to TkTek B/B  we deal with a Quantum-Disordered 
Regime (QDR, x2  1); finally if the vanishing law is (kBT)2 
we deal with a Quantum-Critical Regime (QCR, x1  1 or  
x2  1). 
The previous results allow to determine the vanishing law 
of the magnetic moment M(T) of a 2d-compensated antiferro-
magnet if using Eq. (4.87) and comparing with Eqs. (4.38)-
(4.40) and (4.98)-(4.102). If J = J1 = J2 we find owing to Eq. 
(4.87b) that M(T)  (skBT)1/2/so that it can be put under 
the universal form 
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If detailing for each zone of the magnetic phase diagram we 
have the following vanishing laws for a compensated antifer-
romagnet 
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so that in the close vicinity of the critical point (x1 = x2  
+) 
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E. Wilson ratio 
      
We restrict the study to the case of a compensated anti-
ferromagnet (J = J1 = J2,  J  0, and G = G') because it is the 
most interesting one. As the critical temperature is Tc = 0 K 
the critical domain is characterized by temperatures T  0. As 
a result the magnetic behaviors are essentially ruled by mag-
netic fluctuations described by the product kBT. For a com-
pensated antiferromagnet (J  0) skBT/G2  i(xi)/L2 which 
always vanishes as T  0. The specific heat Cv describes the 
thermal fluctuations. 
Under these conditions the dimensionless Wilson ratio RW 
compares the magnetic and thermal fluctuations. We have 
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where C and C0 are respectively given by Eqs. (4.41) and 
(4.63). Thus, for a compensated antiferromagnet (J  0), if 
examining the magnetic properties, the situation is contrasted 
because we have a competition between the divergence of 
the correlation length and the evanescence of the magnetic 
moment M(T). The magnetic fluctuations strongly dominate 
the thermal ones exclusively in the Renormalized Classical 
(RCR, kBT  s) and in the Quantum Disordered (QDR, kBT 
 ) Regimes. Near criticality, for the Quantum Critical 
Regime (kBT s and kBT  ), we have RW < 1 so that the 
thermal fluctuations slightly dominate the magnetic ones. 
 
 
V. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  
 
In this section we compare theoretical results and availa-
ble experimental data concerning susceptibilities of 2d-com-
pensated antiferromagnets. Of course, here we exclusively 
focus on magnetic compounds involving classical spins i.e., 
spins characterized by a spin quantum number S  5/2.  
There are two classes of antiferromagnets: i) Inorganic com-
pounds characterized by planes of magnetic ions, each one 
carrying a classical spin,  sufficiently  separated  owing  to 
nonmagnetic species (class I) and ii) mixed compounds of 
classical spin planes (inorganic part) which are largely sepa-
rated owing to organic ligands whose length is adjustable; in 
addition, inside each plane, organic ligands can be also 
inserted between magnetic ions (class II).  
In class I we have the family of K2MnF4 and Rb2MnF4 
studied in the sixties by Breed [35,36]. We deal with a mech- 
anism of superexchange between magnetic ions through ions 
F [37]. The family of BaMF4 (with M = Mn, Fe, Co) has 
been  investigated  by  Eibschütz et al.  [38].  It  has  notably 
drawn a particular attention because a 2d-Heisenberg antifer-
romagnetic behavior could be observed at low temperatures. 
Three conditions must be respected: i) The crystallographic 
structure of these compounds must be a plane (for BaMF4 we 
have puckered sheets of MF6 octaedra, separated by nonmag-
netic Ba2+ ions along the b-axis of the crystal so that the 
magnetic ion lattice is characterized by a square unit cell); 
typical in-plane lattice constants are a = b  4 to 5 Å and out-
of-plane distance c  11 to 13 Å;  ii) within each magnetic 
plane, a local uniaxial anisotropy field shows a residual 
contribution  so that exchange between first-nearest 
neighbor can be considered as isotropic ( = 3.1104 for 
BaMnF4) within a wide temperature range as it often occurs 
[39] ; iii) if J is the in-plane exchange energy between first-
nearest neighbors Mn2+ and J' the out-plane exchange energy 
between first-nearest neighbor planes, the ratio |J'/J| must be 
very small in order to restrict the appearance of a 3d-mag-
netic ordering (characterized by a temperature T3d) at the 
lowest possible temperature  (|J'/J|  106  for BaMnF4).  
Unfortunately, in such kind of structures, the nature of 
exchange coupling can change with temperature due to 
anisotropy. For instance this is the case for the compound 
Rb2MnF4 where the coupling is isotropic from room tempe-
rature down to 46 K and becomes anisotropic (Ising type) be-
tween 46 K and T3d = 38.4 K [40]. In addition it can be dif-
ficult to restrict dipole-dipole interactions between planes. 
Thus, 3d ordering appears when the interlayer energy bet-
ween similar in-plane Kadanoff blocks of surface 2 (where  
is the correlation length if J1 = J2 = J) belonging to first-
nearest neighbor planes is such as 
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where a is the lattice spacing. For instance, in the case of 
BaMnF4 Eibschütz et al. have found T3d = 25 K whereas 
T(max) = 52.6 K [38]. As a result the temperature range   
[T3d, T(max)] = 27.6 K characterizing the 2d-magnetic behav-
ior is not very large. 
An intermediate solution has been found in the seventies 
with the introduction of organic ligands between the mag-
netic planes. Van Amstel and de Jongh have examined the 
series (CnH2n+1NH3)2CuX4 (n = 1, 2, 3) with X = Cl, Br in 
which each compound is characterized by ferromagnetic cou-
plings [41]. The 2d-magnetic properties find their origin in 
the fact that the magnetic Cu layers are separated by two 
sheets of alkyl ammonium groups. The crystal structure is 
close to that of K2NiF4 and the magnetic layers show a 
square unit cell. By substituting Mn (S = 5/2) for Cu (S = 
1/2) the nature of coupling changes for becoming antiferro-
magnetic. Thus, (CH3NH3)2MnCl4 is characterized by the 
ratio |J'/J|  108 and a uniaxial anisotropy field contribution 
 = 1.1103 as well as T3d  = 47 K whereas T(max) = 79.9 K. 
In that case too, the range [T3d, T(max)] = 32.9 K is not large 
but greater than the one of BaMnF4. Thus the introduction of 
nonmagnetic organic ligands between sheets of Mn2+ ions 
has allowed to enlarge the range [T3d, T(max)], as expected.   
The relevant solution came at the end of the nineties with 
the simultaneous introduction of organic ligands between the 
magnetic planes but also between the in-plane magnetic ions 
[42-44]. We deal with class II compounds also characterized, 
as those of class I, by a mechanism of superexchange 
between in-plane magnetic ions. A complete review has been 
published by Escuer et al. [45]. In this paper the authors 
notably point out the central role played by the azido ligand. 
This ligand introduces a bridge composed of 1 to 3 nitrogen 
atoms between magnetic in-plane cations so that the distance 
between them notably increases, thus i) ensuring an isotropic 
character of coupling through a mechanism of superexchange 
and ii) drastically diminishing the dipole-dipole interactions. 
The shortest in-plane distance observed for the bond Mn-Mn 
is a = b  11,6 Å which is the double of the similar distance 
observed for class I-compounds [45]. Other specific organic 
ligands can be similarly introduced between the sheets of 
magnetic ions thus allowing to control the intersheet distance 
along the c-axis and finally the value of the 3d-ordering 
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temperature T3d. Typical out-of-plane distances c are compa-
rable to those ones observed for class I-compounds, with c  
12 to 15 Å. As a result a value of T3d = 2 K (or less) is 
frequently reached which provides a considerable extension 
of the range [T3d, T(max)] in which a characteristic 2d-mag-
netic behavior appears.    
For fitting the experimental points obtained for the sus-
ceptibility z =  = /3 ( being the total susceptibility 
whose theoretical behaviors have been examined in Subsec. 
IV.D) we have to determine the relevant l-terms that must be 
kept in the l-polynomial expansion (cf Eqs. (3.23)-(3.25)). 
The thermal predominance of each l-term is similar to that 
one encountered for the zero-field partition function (see Fig. 
2). As a result, for fitting an experimental susceptibility, we 
have to take into account this study. Besides the well-known 
vanishing behavior of a 2d-compensated antiferromagnet wh-
ile reaching Tc = 0 K the susceptibility shows a maximum at 
a Néel temperature TN such as kBTN   J i.e., for the reduced 
temperature kBTN/J  1. If  T  TN we deal with the paramag-
netic regime and the susceptibility diminishes, as expected. 
We have seen in Fig. 2 that, for kBT/|J | 0.255 the domi-
nant l-term is characterized by l = 0. In the thermodynamic 
limit, if G = G' and J1 = J2 = J, the susceptibility 
where isgiven by Eq. (3.24) reduces to  
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L(J) is the Langevin function and 0 the l-polynomial ex-
pansion of  restricted to l = 0. Differentiating the suscep-
tibility with respect to temperature for obtaining its maxi-
mum leads to the following equation 
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where we have renormalized J by the factor S(S + 1). This 
equation can only be solved numerically with a great accu-
racy [18]. The unique solution is given by the following rela-
tion  
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As  and  = 3 show the same maximum we have replaced 
 by for practical reasons. This study has already been 
achieved by Lines for various S-values and notably in the 
classical limit (S  +), from Rushbrooke high-temperature 
(HT) expansions [46]. He found kBT(max)/JS(S + 1) = 1.12  
0.10. Finally, if calculating the theoretical value of the sus-
ceptibility max as well as the product maxkBT(max) we find 
the exact results 
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where NA is the Avogadro number and C is the Curie con-
stant i.e., C  = G2/3kB (we have restricted the precision of the 
result given by Eq. (4.114) for practical reasons). de Jongh 
has calculated these quantities from refined Rushbrooke HT 
expansions (stopped at the ninth rank). He respectively found 
closed values i.e., maxJS(S + 1)/ NAG2 = 0.1122  0.0002 
and max kBT(max)/C  =  0.3380  0.0002 [47,48]. 
Thus, from the knowledge of the experimental value of 
T(max), max or maxkBT(max) the value of J can be directly 
determined. In addition, once J known, if T3d is the 3d-
ordering temperature, the ratios kBT3d/JS(S + 1) and 
kBT(max)/JS(S + 1) as well as the intermediate ratios  
kBT/JS(S + 1) can allow to determine the l-values which must 
be used in the l-polynomial expansion of the susceptibility, in 
the temperature range [T3d, +[. This work can be easily ex-
tended to the general case J1  J2. We can derive equations 
similar to Eq. (4.113)-(4.115) but now they are functions of 
J1 and J2. It is then possible to determine J1 and J2 from the 
experimental value of T(max) and max or T(max) and 
maxkBT(max).  
We have previously fitted the experimental susceptibility 
of BaMnF4 (class I-compound) [18] measured by Holmes et 
al. (see Fig. 13a) [39]. The 3d-ordering temperature is T3d = 
25.0 K and T(max) = (52.6  2.5) K because shows a broad 
maximum. We have a 2d-magnetic behavior within the range   
[T3d, T(max)] of width  T(max)  T3d = 27.6 K. If T  T(max) 
we have a paramagnetic behavior. From Eq. (4.114) we de-
rive J/kB = (4.76  0.24) K.  The Landé factor is G = (1.97  
0.10) B/ which is very close to the theoretical value G = 2 
B/. The HT expansion derived from Eq. (4.112) also gives 
the same value of J/kB. de Jongh et al. have fitted the HT 
susceptibility [47]. They found J/kB = (5.50  0.17) K. How-
ever we have shown that these HT expansions [47,48] do not 
cover enough the region of maximum where kBT(max)/JS(S + 
1)  1 whereas ours do it [18]. Due to Eq. (4.114) we know 
that kBT(max)/JS(S + 1) = 1.2625 and from the experimental 
value of T3d  we have kBT3d/JS(S + 1) = 0.60. As it appears on 
Figs. 2a and 2b we must have kBT/JS(S + 1)  0.255 for justi-
fying the use of Eq. (4.112) for which the l-polynomial of the 
susceptibility is restricted to the term l = 0 in the range          
[T3d, +[. We verify that this restriction is duly valid.  
We have also done a similar work for the experimental 
susceptibility of (CH3NH3)2MnCl4 (an intermediate com-
pound between classes I and II) [18] studied by Van Amstel 
et al. [41] (see Fig. 13b). The 3d-ordering temperature is T3d 
= 47.0 K and T(max) = (79.9  3.3) K because shows a 
broad maximum. We have a 2d-magnetic behavior within the 
range [T3d, T(max)] of width  T(max)  T3d = 32.9 K. From 
Eq. (4.114) we derive J/kB = (7.23  0.30) K. The HT expan-
sion derived from Eq. (4.112) also gives the same value of 
J/kB (see Fig. 13b). The Landé factor is G = (1.89  0.10) 
B/ which is very close to the theoretical value G = 2 B/.  
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FIG. 13. (a) Fits of the experimental susceptibility of the class I-compounds BaMnF4 [39] and (b) (CH3NH3)2MnCl4 [41] with the theoretical expression of 
the static susceptibility given by Eq. (4.112) [18]. The fits have been achieved for temperatures T  T3d. The continuation of the corresponding curves below 
T3d and the coincidence with experimental points has no physical meaning because they have been excluded from the fits. 


Due to Eq. (4.114) we know that  kBT(max)/JS (S + 1) = 
1.2625 and from the experimental value of T3d  we have 
kBT3d/JS(S + 1) = 0.743 which justifies the use of Eq. (4.112) 
for which the l-polynomial of the susceptibility is restricted 
to the term l = 0. Indeed we always have kBT/JS(S + 1)  
0.255 for any temperature T belonging to the range [T3d, +[.   
Finally we have examined the experimental susceptibility 
of a series of class II-compounds [42,45]. We just report here 
the case of [Mn(DENA)2(N3)2]n. DENA is the organic ligand 
diethylnicotinamide [44] which allows an important separa-
tion between sheets of Mn2+ ions (c  13 Å). Within each 
sheet Mn2+ ions are linked through 4 azido bridges, each one 
involving 3 nitrogen atoms so that the path length of super-
exchange between magnetic ions varies (a  14 Å, b  6.7 
Å). This permits to ensure a good isotropic character of cou- 
plings between Mn2+ ions. Due to this crystallographic con-
struction the 3d-ordering temperature is such as T3d < 2.0 K. 
Under these conditions we have fitted the experimental sus-
ceptibility (see Fig. 14a) as well as the product kBT (see Fig. 
14b) between 2 K and the room temperature. shows a rela-
tively sharp maximum at 44 K. We have a 2d-magnetic be-
havior within the range [T3d, T(max)] of width T(max)  T3d = 
42 K. Due to Eq. (4.114) we have kBT(max)/JS(S + 1) = 
1.2625 and from the experimental value of T3d  kBT3d/JS(S + 
1) < 0.057. It means that, that times, we can use the l=0-term 
from room temperature down to kBT/JS(S + 1) = 0.255 and 
the l=1-term in the range 0.043 < kBT/JS(S + 1) < 0.255.   
From Eqs. (3.23) and (3.24) giving the l-polynomial expan-
sion of  restricted to l = 0 and l =  1 we derive J/kB = (4.00  
0.02) K and a Landé factor G = (1.98  0.02) B/ which is 
very close to the theoretical value. From a practical point the 
l=0-term has been used down to 8.925 K and the l=1-term 
between 8.925 K and 2 K (this expansion is valid down to 
1.995 K but, in this range, we deal with a 3d-magnetic be-
havior). We observe a remarkable agreement on Fig. 14 be-
tween the experimental points and the theoretical curves for 
the value of J/kB measured for the same kind of bridging 
ligand involved in other class II-compounds [44,45].         
 
 
 
For all the experimental susceptibilities of class I-com-
pounds that we have fitted the l=0-term of the l-polynomial 
expansion of the susceptibility has been retained on the range 
[T3d, T(max)], thus validating the use of Eq. (4.112). It can be 
expanded in the low T-limit if 0.255  kBT3d /JS(S + 1) 1. 
Under these conditions we have for the corresponding sur-
face density of susceptibility per bond expressed near T3d in 
the low-temperature range 
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If comparing with the low-temperature behaviors of the 
product skBT(cf Eqs. (4.98)-(4.101))  the  unique  case  for 
which the T-cancellation law has the form (kBT)
2 concerns 
the Quantum Critical Regime (QCR). Thus, if comparing 
Eqs. (4.116), (4.100) and (4.101), we identify the factor to 
() = 0.25. It means that this factor is associated with the 
term l = 0 in the l-polynomial expansion of the susceptibility.  
Due to the fact that all the l-eigenvalues has the same low-
temperature behavior while approaching Tc = 0 K (including 
the one corresponding to l = 0) just differing by a factor ex-
clusively depending on l, it now clearly appears that the val-
ue () = 0.25 obtained by Chubukov et al through a Monte 
Carlo method [10] is a lower bound of the exact value of 
() given by Eq. (4.102) and also calculated by these au-
thors through a renormalization process.  
Finally, the remarkable good agreement between the J-
values of the exchange energy derived from the fits and the 
corresponding ones previously measured as well as a value 
of the Landé factor close to the theoretical one has allowed to 
characterize the magnetic properties of a new class of com-
pounds obeying a quantum critical behavior in the low-
temperature domain.        
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FIG. 14. (a) Fits of the experimental susceptibility  of the class II-compounds [Mn(DENA)2(N3)2]n (DENA = diethylnicotinamide ligand) with the theo-
retical expression of the static susceptibility given by Eq. (4.112). The fits have been achieved for temperatures T  2 K. Magnetization measurements have 
allowed to prove that T3d < 2 K [44]. The continuation of the theoretical curves below T3d has no physical meaning because experimental points have been 
excluded from the fits. 
 
 
VI. CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper we have presented the exact general theory 
of the two-dimensional Heisenberg square lattice composed 
of classical spins. In the thermodynamic limit a numerical 
study has allowed to select the higher-degree term of the 
characteristic l-polynomial associated with the zero-field par-
tition function ZN(0). It is characterized by mi,j = 0 and li,j = l 
 0 for the whole lattice so that a very simple exact closed-
form expression has been derived, thus permitting to express 
the free energy F and the specific heat CV, for any tempera-
ture. We have reported a thermal study of the basic term ap-
pearing in the higher-degree one of ZN(0). We have shown 
that it appears crossovers between two consecutive terms. 
Thus, if coming from high temperatures where the term char-
acterized by l= 0 is dominant, near absolute zero, eigenval-
ues showing increasing l-values are more and more selected 
when the temperature is cooling down. When T reaches zero, 
all the successive dominant eigenvalues become equivalent 
so that the critical temperature is Tc = 0 K. Owing to a similar 
method applied in the thermodynamic limit we have derived 
an exact expression  valid for any temperature  for the spin-
spin correlations, the correlation length  and the susceptibil-
ity  which show the same thermal crossovers as ZN(0).  
Near Tc = 0 K we have obtained a diagram of magnetic 
phases which is similar to the one derived through a renor-
malization approach. The low-temperature magnetic proper-
ties are described in terms of universal parameters kBTs and 
kBT where s and are the spin stiffness and the T=0-
energy gap between the ground state and the first exited one, 
respectively. We have given the low-temperature expressions 
of the correlation length  and the surface density of F, CV 
and : They are exactly similar to the corresponding ones de-
rived through a renormalization process, for each zone of the 
magnetic phase diagram. We have retrieved the correct value 
of the correlative critical exponents. In addition, we have 
shown that, near Tc = 0 K, the lattice is composed of quasi  
 
 
 
 
rigid quasi independent Kadanoff blocks of length  and 
magnetic moment M(T), the unit cell moment, so that kBT  
2M(T)2. For a compensated antiferromagnet the expression 
of the susceptibility has necessitated a special treatment due 
to the fact that all the eigenvalues gives a small thermal con-
tribution. In that case too we have retrieved the result of 
Chubukov et al. [10] obtained through a renormalization 
process. This work has allowed to identify the discrepancy 
between this result and that one obtained by these authors 
owing to a Monte Carlo method: We have shown that the 
corresponding result  = 0.25 must be attributed to the l=0-
term of the l-polynomial expansion of the susceptibility.    
Finally we have compared experimental susceptibilities to 
the theoretical expression of  derived in this article, for two 
types of 2d-compounds characterized by the absence of or-
ganic ligands (class I) between Mn2+ ions assembled in 
sheets and/or between these magnetic planes but also in pres-
ence of these ligands (class II). In the whole temperature 
range i.e., between room temperature down to T3d, the 3d-
ordering temperature, we have obtained a remarkable good 
agreement between the J-values of the exchange energy de-
rived from the fits and the corresponding ones previously 
measured as well as a value of the Landé factor close to the 
theoretical one. These fits have allowed to show that all these 
compounds are characterized by a quantum critical regime.          
 
 
 
APPENDIX A: EXPRESSION OF THE ZERO-FIELD 
PARTITION FUNCTION OF A SQUARE LATTICE IN 
THE THERMODYNAMIC LIMIT 
 
For T 0 K, between two consecutive crossover tempera-
tures Ti,< and Ti,>, we have shown in the main text that, in the 
thermodynamic limit, ZN(0) can be written as   
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if J = J1 = J2;  Jil   is the dominant eigenvalue character-
izing the range [ ,ilT , ,ilT ], with lmax = li.  
More generally the zero-field partition function of an infi-
nite square lattice can be rewritten as: 
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with:  
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 ,, ,  
li  = lj or li   lj, T[ ,ilT , ,ilT ].     (A3) 
 
Inside each range [ ,ilT , ,ilT ] a numerical study achieved 
in the main text (cf Fig. 2)  has led to a classification of terms 
)(, Tu jlil , with li = lj or li  lj. If factorizing the dominant term 
umax(T) of the polynomial expression giving ZN(0) Eq. (A2) 
can be written under the following form when N  +: 
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where S1(N,T) and S2(N,T) are defined by Eq. (2.34).   
For S1(N,T) the current term is      1/ 24max, Nll TuTu . 
wheras for S2(N,T) it is composed of a product of terms 
     1/ ,max, jiji nll TuTu  , with ni,j < 4N2. As a result S1(N,T) 
and S2(N,T) are absolutely convergent series characterized by 
positive current terms lower than unity. 
Due to the numerical property of )(, Tu ii ll  and )(, Tu ji ll , 
for a given T[ ,ilT , ,ilT ], a classification of the various 
terms of S1(N,T) and S2(N,T) can be achieved. As a result the 
series S(N,T) = S1(N,T) + S2(N,T) is also an absolutely con-
vergent series characterized by an infinite sum of positive 
vanishing current terms symbolically labeled Xk(N,T). These 
terms can be written in the decreasing modulus order so that 
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with: 
 
X1(N,T)  X2(N,T) … X(N,T),   T[ ,ilT , ,ilT ]. (A6)                 
 
Now we artificially share the infinite series S(N,T) into two 
parts: 
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where ),(B TNS
ik
 and ),(E TNS
ik  
are the beginning and the 
end of S(N,T), respectively.  
We have the natural inequalities ),(B TNS
ik
 S(N,T) and 
),(E TNS
ik
 S(N,T). As we deal with an infinite (absolutely 
convergent) series made of positive vanishing current terms 
Xk(N,T)  1 it is always possible to find a particular value     
ki  = k1 of the general index k such as: 
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If increasing N  1 of n > 0 we automatically have  
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                   (A10) 
 
because the inequality 0 Xk(N,T) 1 imposes                    
0 Xk(N+n,T) Xk(N,T) 1. Finally, if calling S(N + n,T) 
the sum ),(B
1
TnNSk   ),(E1 TnNSk  we have 
 
S(N + n,T) S(N,T) =  , T [ ,ilT , ,ilT ].    (A11) 
 
As a result we derive 
 
S(N,T) = S1(N,T) + S2(N,T)  0, as N  + ,  
for T [ ,ilT , ,ilT ],   (A12) 
 
and 
 
    22 4max8 )()4(0 NN TuNZ  , as N  +,  
for T [ ,ilT , ,ilT ].   (A13) 
 
This reasoning can be repeated for each new range of 
temperature [ ,jlT , ,jlT ], with j  i. Consequently, if 
summing Eq. (A13) over all the ranges [ ,ilT , ,ilT ] so that 


 
max
0
,, )(
i
i
ll ii
TTT , 0,0 lT ,   ,,1 ii ll TT  (i  0) and  
TT
il
,max  we always have  
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as N  +   (A14) 
 
so that finally 
 
       22 421,
0
8)4(0 Nllll
l
tN
N JJFZ  

,  
as N  +.   (A15) 
 
In other words this expression is valid for any temperature 


 
max
0
,, )(
i
i
ll ii
TTT . However the special notation 
0l
t re-   
calls that the summation is truncated: In each temperature 
range [ ,ilT , ,ilT ] the eigenvalue  kl Ji   with k = 1, 2 is 
dominant. At the frontier T = ,ilT   kl Ji   and  kl Ji  1  must be taken into account whereas if T = 
,ilT we have to consider  kl Ji   and  kl Ji  1 . 
 
 
APPENDIX B: EXPRESSION OF   NEAR THE 
CRITICAL POINT 
 
The expression of the thermodynamic functions derived 
from the spin-spin correlations involves ratios of Bessel func-
tions Il(lz). Near the critical point Tc = 0 K, these functions 
have to be evaluated in the double limit |J| = l|z| + and l 
 +. In this limit Olver has shown [24] that the argument 
|J| = l|z| must be replaced by l  where   
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11
ln1
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z
z
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J
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l
J
z
 .     (B1) 
 
In the main text, we have seen that, near Tc = 0 K, l is 
replaced by  = 2l. l  then becomes * . At the fixed 
point  4/1*cz  we exactly have * = 0. Near this critical 
point (see Fig. 8), 




  2**2* 11/ln1 zzz  for any 
Zone 1 to 4. As a result Eq. (B1) reduces to 
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or equivalently 
 


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
*
* 1sharg2
z
, as *c* zz  .              (B3) 
 
When *z < 1 or *z > 1, near  4/1*cz , Eq. (B2) finally 
reduces to 2|ln( *z /2)| which depends on . As the ratio 
TTzz // c*c*   is independent of 1 we can write 
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z
z
, as *c* zz  .            (B4) 
 
If *  is a scaling parameter we must show that 
 *c* / zz is independent of . The comparison with Eqs. 
(B3) and (B4) allows one to write 
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In Zones 1 (x1  1, x1  1) and 3 (x1  1, x1  1), 
*z > *cz  so that, from the definition of s (cf Eq. (4.19)), we 
have 
 
 
Tk
zz
B
s*
c
* 
                           
(B6) 
 
or equivalently by introducing x1 given by Eq. (4.21):  
 
1
*
c*
c
* 2
x
z
zz  ,  4
1*
cz  .                 (B7) 
 
Using the well-known relation (1 u/)= exp(u), as  
+, we derive that, near *cz ,  
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 
.         (B8) 
 
In Zones 2 (x2  1, x2  1) and 4 (x2  1, x2  1)   
*z < *cz .  We similarly have from the definition of  (cf Eq. 
(4.19)) 
 
Tk
zz
B
**
c 4

                       
(B9) 
 
or equivalently by introducing x2 given by Eq. (4.21): 
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so that, near *cz ,  
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As x1 and x2 are scaling parameters the ratios  *c* / zz  and 
 */*c zz  appear as scaling parameters. Thus * given by 
Eq. (B4) or (B5) is a scaling parameter. 
Now, for expressing * , we have to choose between the 
ratios *c* / zz  and */*c zz , respectively given by Eqs. (B8) 
and (B11). The behavior of * as depicted by Fig. 9 im-
poses the following properties: i) If ** czz   (T  Tc) *  
increases with *z (T diminishes) and must vary as a function 
of argument 1/x1, thus imposing to consider the ratio 
*/*c zz ; ii) if ** czz   (T  Tc) * increases when *z  
diminishes (T increases) and must vary as a function of 
argument 1/x2, thus imposing to consider the ratio */*c zz .  
As a result, if taking into account Eqs. (B5), (B8) and 
(B11), we can write 
  

 
2
/1exp
argsh2 1*
x
 (Zones 1 and 3),     (B12)     
 


2
2/1exp
argsh2 2*
x
 (Zones 2 and 4).     (B13) 
 
As a result, in Zone 1 (x1  1, x1  1) we have 
  1* /1exp x , x1  1 (Zone 1),        (B14) 
 
so that *  1 as x1  1. In Zone 2 (x2  1, x2  1) 
 
 2
2
* /1exp2
1
x
x
 , x2  1 (Zone 2)    (B15) 
 
so that *  1 as x2  1. In Zones 3 (x1 1, x1 1) 
and 4 (x2 1, x2 1) where 1/x1 and 1/x2 vanish, a 
Taylor expansion of Eqs. (B12) and (B13) near *cz  gives:  
 
1
*
5
2
x
C  , x1  1 (Zone 3), 
2
*
5
1
x
C  , x2  1 (Zone 4),          (B16) 
                             
where C =    424962.02/51ln2  (cf Eq. (4.41)). 
Thus, in Zones 3 and 4, we have 1*  C  as 1/x1  1 
and 1/x2  1. At the frontier between Zones 3 and 4 i.e., 
along the vertical line reaching the Néel line at Tc, x1 and x2 
become infinite so that: 
 
C*c , T = Tc.                    (B17) 
 
 
APPENDIX C: ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS OF 
LARGE ORDER MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF 
THE FIRST KIND. APPLICATION TO THE LOW-
TEMPERATURE SPIN-SPIN CORRELATIONS 
 
The expression of spin-spin correlations involves ratios 
such as )(/)(1 zlzl ll    if considering J = J1 = J2 for sake of 
simplicity, with z = J/l. Near the critical point Tc = 0 K, 
these ratios have to be evaluated in the double limit |J| = 
l|z| + and l  +. Olver has shown [24] that the Bessel 
function Il(lz) can be expanded in the infinite l- and l|z|-limits 
as the following series 
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where the coefficients Us(u) are detailed in [24,25].  is given 
by Eq. (4.4) and 21/1 zu  with lJz / . Olver has 
also shown that the derivative of )(lzI l  with respect to lz i.e., 
)(/)()(' zldzlIdzlI ll  , with l  1, can be similarly ex-
pressed as 
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where the coefficients Vs(u) are polynomials in u given by   duuudUuUuuuUuV ssss /)(2/)()1()()( 112   , s  1.                        
In a previous paper [19] we have extended Olver's work to 
large l-values (i.e., not necessarily infinite) and for any real 
argument z varying from a finite value to infinity. If setting: 
 
 uXX   1 ,     sss l
uX
uX 



1
 , 
)(or)()( uVuUuX   , Xs(u) = Us(u) or Vs(u), (C3) 
  
and using the recurrence relations of modified Bessel func-
tions i.e., in our case relations between functions l(lz), 
l1(lz) and l1(lz) (cf Eq. (2.15) in which l(lz)  
(/2lz)1/2Il(lz) as l  +) we can define the following ratio  
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Due to the fact that   11 2   zlz as l  +, Eq. (C4) can 
be expanded by means of Eqs. (C1)-(C3)  
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    lΟ 4exp , as T  0.  (C5) 
 
Using the expansion of series U(u) and V(u) we have: 
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   lΟ 4exp , as T  0. (C6) 
 
In the main text, we have seen that, near Tc = 0 K, l must 
be replaced by  = 2l and more generally by any new scale 
'. Under these conditions we must establish a relation be-
tween the ratios )(/)(1 zlzl ll   , )(/)( **1   zz , 
with  /* Jz  and )''(/)''( '1'   zz , with 
'/'  Jz and the imposed condition 
 
Jzzzl  ''* ,  = 2l, ' = l, as l  + .  (C7) 
 
Owing to the multiplication theorem of the modified Bessel 
functions of the first kind Il(x) for finite x  0,   0 we 
have   )(!/)2/)1()(
0
2 xIkxxI kl
k
kl
l 


   [25]. This se-
ries is absolutely convergent. If considering the ratio 
Il+1(x)/Il(x) i.e., l+1(x)/l(x), we have in the infinite k-
limit  
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and a similar relation if l  1 is replaced by l  1 on condition 
that l1(x)/l(x)  1 (see Fig. 4).  
As a result we can write 
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as T  0. (C9) 
 
*  has been calculated near  4/1*cz  in Appendix B: 
*  1 (Zones 3 and 4, cf Eqs. (B16) and (B17)) but 
*  1 (Zone 1, cf Eq. (B14)) and *  >> 1 in Zone 2 
(cf Eq. (B15)). A Taylor expansion gives at first order 
  ...1exp **  , Zones 1, 3 and 4, 
  0exp *  , Zone 2, as T  0.            (C10) 
 
If considering the general -expression of the spin-spin 
correlation i.e., that given by Eq. (3.19) where, near Tc = 0 K, 
l is replaced by , we have Cl1  C1  1/2 and  Kl1  
 K1  1/2 due to Eqs. (3.4) and (3.16). As a result we can 
write the spin-spin correlation as  
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i.e., if setting 
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as Fl1,l1/Fl,l  F1,l1/F, 1, we have 
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Thus the spin-spin correlation can be expressed owing to 
Eq. (C9). In the first of this equation, and in Zone 1 exclusi-
vely, if using Eq. (B8), we have )/2exp( 1*c*  xzz so that 
    1*c11*c1* )/2exp(   zxzz . As a result, near Tc = 0 
K,  the factor 
1* z can be neglected with respect to the leader 
term     1*c1*   zzu  of   ** (/)(' zIzI . As a result 
11   PP  so that  
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In Zones 2 and 4 (cf Eq. (B10)) and in Zone 3 (cf Eq. 
(B8)), we have   1*c1*   zz  so that 1* z cannot be 
neglected with respect to the leader term of 
  ** (/)(' zIzI . As a result, if expanding '1kkP   in Eq. 
(C13), the factor 
a
z
*  az *c  (a varying between 1 and k + 
k') only disappears when a is odd: 
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Zone 3 (x1  1), Zone 4 (x2  1), (C15) 
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where  2/K  is the floor function which gives the integer 
part of K/2. 
In Zones 1, 3 and 4, if using the relation   ...1exp **   (cf Eq. (C10)) we can write 
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where *  has been expressed near Tc = 0 K in Appendix 
B. U(u*) and V(u*) have been calculated in a previous paper 
[19]. We found 
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In the left formula the sign + of the right-hand side (respec-
tively, the sign ) refers to U+ (respectively, V+). 
Finally, if comparing Eqs. (C6) and (C16) we have to ex-
press the current term u*/(with  = 2l)appearing in the 
seriesU(u*) and V(u*) and their combinations. For Zone 1 
(x1 1, x1  1), *z   4/1*cz ; we derive from Eq. 
(B7) that u*/ *z x1/2 *cz . For Zone 2 (x21, 
x21) *z   4/1*cz  and u*/x2 due to Eq. (B10). In 
Zones 3 (x1 1, x1 1) and 4 (x21, x2  1), the 
current term u*/ vanishes as  +. As a result, 
after taking into account the previous remarks we have 
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For S2 the situation is more complicated in Zones 1 and 2 
because we have already expressed * vs x1 (respectively, 
x2) in Appendix B. We set  
S2 = 2f1 f2 ,
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If considering ln(f1f2) we have lnf1 =    *** lnln zu  
where 
 
ln( ** zu )   ln( *cz ) so  that  lnf1  ln  *c* / z  near 
*
cz . It remains to evaluate lnf2. Calculations are tedious but 
not difficult. We skip the intermediate steps and give the fi-
nal result for Zone 1: 
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where * is given by Eqs. (B14) (Zone 1) and (B15) (Zone 
2). Indeed, for Zone 2, as   0exp *  , that has not been 
necessary to consider the full series U and V near *cz  so 
that only their first terms are sufficient. Thus, for Zones 1 
and 2, we can write: 
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with   )2/1(/1exp2 222 xxx  . If factorizing x2 and re-
calling that *  1/ x2 we finally have in Zone 2   
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For Zones 3 and 4, as u*/  0, we simply have 
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Under these conditions, we can write 
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where * is respectively given by Eqs. (B14)-(B16). In 
Zones 1 and 3 we always have * < 1 near Tc = 0 K. In Zo-
ne 4 we must have .084.0)1(5/1 2  Cx  
 
 
APPENDIX D: RENORMALIZED SPIN-SPIN CORRE-
LATIONS. ORNSTEIN-ZERNIKE LAW AND 
CORRELATION LENGTH NEAR Tc = 0 K  
 
The expression of spin-spin correlations just given in Ap-
pendix C does not tend towards unity in Zones 2 to 4 notably 
because the factor 1/ ** zu  appearing in the low-temperature 
expansion of   ** (/)(1 zIzI  does not tend to unity 
near *cz =1/4 As a result, we have to make a renormaliza-
tion of the temperature scale. We define a new coefficient ~  
such as  ~~* zzJ  with ~ = . Owing to the multi-
plication theorem cited before Eq. (C8) the dilation factor  
is such as 
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Under these conditions we can define the renormalized spin-
spin correlation near Tc = 0 K: 
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Near *cz  we finally have 
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In Zones 3 (x1 1, x1 1) and 4 (x2 1, x2  1)  
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  as T  0, for Zone 3 (x1 1, x1 1),
  Zone 4 (x2 1, x2  1), (D3) 
 
where  is respectively given by Eqs. (B14) for Zone 1, 
(B15) for Zone 2 and (B16)-(B17) for Zones 3 and 4. 
As seen in Appendix C the spin-spin correlation between 
first-nearest neighbors  1000. ,SS  or  0,100 .SS  reduces 
to (P+1 + P1)/2. Thus, its renormalized expression is 
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Zone 4 (x2 1, x2  1). (D4) 
 
In Zone 1 and 3 we always have * < 1 near Tc = 0 K. In 
Zone 4 we recall that we must have  )1(5/1 2 Cx  
.084.0    
As a result, near Tc = 0 K, the renormalized spin-spin 
correlation can be expressed under the general form: 
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with 
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          i = 2, Zone 4 (x2 1, x2 1).   (D6) 
 
For k and k' finite but not too large i.e., if (k + k')f(xi)  1 
the spin-spin correlation given by Eqs. (D2), (D3) and (D5) 
can be reduced to the first order so that the renormalized 
spin-spin correlation can be written under the generic form 
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except for Zone 2 for which * >> 1 (no long-range order).  
When k and k' become infinite, the spin-spin correlation 
still contains the ratio       *c/)(1/' zxfzIzI i  , 
with i = 1 or 2. According to Eqs. (C15) and (C24) we can 
artificially write  
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with f(xi)  1. When K +   2/2/ KK  . Due to the fact 
that *cz >> 1 the higher degree term Vv = 
vz 2*c
 (1 f(xi)/2)2v is 
obtained when v = K/2. The v-summation which becomes 
12/)4(2/)2(2/ 2...420  
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 KK  reduces to unity because Vv  1 and the first term 
VK/2 = (1 f(xi)/2)K  is selected. As a result, if introducing the 
dilation factor 2/*c
Kz  in  Eq. (D8) the renormalized spin-
spin correlation can be written as 
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For Zone 1 this result can be directly obtained without 
renormalization because we have seen in Appendix C that the 
term 
1
z has been neglected.   
Now let us consider the special case of Zone 2 (x2 1,  
x2  1) for which  *2 )(xf  1. We use the trick  12/221 ***  . Then the spin-spin cor-
relation can be also given by slightly modifying Eq. (D8) 
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In that case it is easier to show that the previous sum reduces 
to its highest-degree term and, after a new convenient renor-
malization, the spin-spin correlation is again given by Eq. 
(D9). 
 
Consequently, if expanding Eq. (D9), we have the current 
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i.e.,  
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Thus we retrieve the Ornstein-Zernike law 
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where  is the scaling correlation length expressed near Tc = 
0 K along one of the three axes of the D-space time with 
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where L = c/kBT.  
 
APPENDIX E: EXPRESSION OF THE FREE ENERGY 
DENSITY NEAR Tc = 0 K 
 
Rosenstein et al. have shown that, in the vanishing-field 
limit, the partition function ZN(0) can be written [34] 
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where the exchange Hamiltonian given by Eq. (2.2) has been 
expressed in the continuum limit, for a lattice characterized 
by J = J1 = J2. g is the coupling constant given by Eq. (4.6). 
The constraint S2 = 1 is conveniently implemented by intro-
ducing a Lagrange multiplier field . We have  
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where S2 has been rescaled so that the kinetic energy term is 
conventionally renormalized. The integrand becomes gaus-
sian in S and can formally be integrated. This provides an 
effective action for the -field such as: 
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pˆ is the momentum operator, tr the trace operator and 1 the 
identity matrix. (m) and m will be defined later. 
In the main text ZN(0) is expressed with a l-summation 
over eigenvalues  Jl   given by Eq. (2.37). For a given 
temperature T, each eigenvalue  J
il
  is dominant within 
the range 
il
T =   ,, ilil TT  with T = 
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responding weight of the eigenvalue  J
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  at tempera-
ture T.  
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In this range the l-summation giving ZN(0) reduces to a 
single term    20,, JllF l   so that we have ln ZN(0)  
ln(    20,, JllF l  ). Near the critical point Tc = 0 K all the 
eigenvalues have a close thermal behavior and the dominant 
ones are characterized by an index l  1. In addition the 
argument J
 
is then replaced by *z (cf Eq. (4.12)) with 
 = 2l  1. Thus, in the low-temperature limit, we always 
have    JllF
ilii
0,, : Its contribution to F(T) can be 
neglected in the thermodynamic limit (N  +).  
As a result the elementary contribution per bond to ZN(0) 
is   TTJZ
ilililN
/)0(  , as ZN(0) is an even function 
of J. Similarly we can define the elementary contribution to 
lnZN(0) by    TTJZ ilililN /ln)0(ln  .  
While approaching Tc = 0 K the ranges   ,, ilil TT are tigh-
ter and tighter and the corresponding weight is very small. 
We tend towards a continuum: There is an increasing number 
of eigenvalues characterized by a higher and higher index l 
(replaced by  near Tc = 0 K). In other words we deal with 
an infinity of eigenvalues showing an infinite argument so 
that their total contribution dominates the ones characterized 
by a lower value of l in spite of the fact that they have a 
larger weight (see Fig. 2). As the dominant eigenvalue 
changes between two consecutive ranges T and T+1, with 
T  T+1, if   +, we can formally write for a given 
temperature T close to Tc = 0 K  
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where from Eq. (C1)  
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The coefficients Us have been calculated by Olver [24] and 
* is given by Eqs. (4.23)-(4.29). As   + the previous 
series can be restricted to the first term U0 = 1. Consequently, 
near Tc, we have     *1* cosh2Kz  where K1   
1/ 2/1*cz .  
From Eqs. (E3)-(E4) involving the effective action Seff the 
effective -contribution to ZN(0)eff, is exp(Seff,/) and 
that one contributing to ln(ZN(0)eff,) can be written 
ln(ZN(0)eff,) = Seff,/ inside the range T. As a result 
we have: 
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Combining Eqs. (E4)-(E6) we obtain the total effective con-
tribution 
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if using the second part of Eq. (E5). 1 is the identity matrix 
(with dim 1 = 2M+ 1,M  +). In Eq. (E8) we have taken 
into account the fact that   z~  is the dominant eigen-
value over the range T: It means that the trace of the eigen-
matrix associated with the operator  122 )(ˆln mp  reduces 
to the single dominant -element   122 )(ˆln mp  i.e.,  2)(ln *2 mp , as  1.   
In the thermodynamic limit, the elementary free energy 
density per lattice bond can be expressed as 
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where C is given by Eq. (4.41). As we deal with a surface 
free energy density F, the dimensionless weight T/T must 
be linked to a surface element through a factor that we shall 
identify below. Owing to Eqs. (E7) and (E8) F(T) must ap-
pear as  
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As a result, in a first step, we have to show that the -sum 
over    *ln z  in Eq. (E9) can be transformed into a -
sum over  22* )(ln mp  in Eq. (E10) when F(T) is ex-
pressed near its extremum: This is the effective contribution. 
While approaching Tc = 0 K, as   +, all the temperature 
ranges Ttend towards the same common limit Tso that 
the weight T/T can be written as T/T. 
Now we wish to show that the -sum in Eqs. (E9) and 
(E10) can be written as an identity recalled by Sachdev [33] 
(i.e., a Poisson summation): 
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a will be specified below.  
The bound of the integral appearing in Eq. (E11) i.e., 
2M/L, represents the M-th current value of the momentum 
p/ (in fact pc/) along the slab width. Along the i-direction 
we have a periodic structure due to the propagation of spin 
waves. pc/ is quantized in integer multiples of 1/L, M being 
the corresponding quantum number. For each mode M, p/M 
= h/DB where DB = 2Lis the thermal de Broglie wave-
length characterizing the spin waves and L = c/kBT. As a 
result Eq. (E11) appears as a summation over Matsubara 
frequencies (p/)M = 2M/c. As M is integer, we then deal 
with bosonic excitations. Finally we have L = Lwhere L is 
theslab thickness.   
If defining the renormalized quantities X* in the -scale  
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and if expanding     2**2*1* /cosh2/   LLKz  we 
can write for the mode M = 
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In Eq. (E11), the upper bound of the integral is 2M/L. If 
using the bound M/L *p  and *a  must be divided by the 
factor 2 and L must be multiplied by 2. This will be re-
stored in Appendix F. If   2/1222 )()( 0cmpcE   is the rela-
tivistic energy and m0c
2 the rest energy we can identify a 
owing to Eqs (E12) and (E14) 
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As a result, in Eq. (E10), the -summation between 
and   can be written as T/T  T/T 
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The term  2*1ln LK  can be omitted when calculating F(T)  
F(0). As      *** /sinh0 zzz , with Jz * , we 
have     JJz  2lnln *0  i.e., 1/g  ln(2/g). Thus, 
near Tc = 0 K,    cJLz //ln *0    ln(2/g)/ L . The 
first term cJ / is constant and jointly appears in F(T) and 
F(0); it can be omitted when calculating F(T)  F(0). In ad-
dition, near Tc = 0 K, we have ln(2/g)/ L  = ln(1/g)/ L  + 
ln2.kBT/c  ln(1/g)/ L  because ln(2)/ L vanishes. As a re-
sult     Lz /ln *0   ln(1/g)/L.  
Finally it becomes possible to write the right-hand side of 
Eq. (E16) by means of a Poisson summation so that the ef-
fective contribution to F(T) is  
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The value of the -summation essentially comes from the 
larger and larger values of . In other words it means that the 
integral must be calculated owing to a steepest descent me-
thod. This imposes the search of the extremum of the integral 
argument (p/)2 + a2 i.e., (p/)2 + (E/c)2 (due to Eq. (E15)) 
with respect to p/, where E is the relativistic energy. We 
must have E/(p/) = 0 so that the argument is minimized 
when p/ = 0 i.e., L  + (or T  0 K) which is a reasona-
ble result. We then derive that 
minmin
/ acE  with, by com-
parison between Eqs. (E10) and (E17), 
min
a
 
where 
 
is the saddle-point value of the auxiliary -field. As a result, 
due to Eqs. (E9)-(E10) and (E14), we then derive that F(T) 
is evaluated near its extremum (i.e., at the saddle point) with  
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Due to Eq. (4.30) where we have set that )(* ii xX , i = 
1, 2, we can write 
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We directly retrieve the relation of Eq. (4.37) as well as the 
result of Chubukov et al. [10] obtained by the technique of a 
Lagrange multiplier. In the infinite volume system (L  + 
i.e., at T = 0 K rigorously)  = 0 i.e., m0 = 0.  
In a last step we have to express the infinitesimal element 
T/T in Eq. (E17). From the conservation of the modulus of 
the relativistic momentum P = (k, c), for a fixed k-value 
at the equilibrium, we derive that  2kdk = 2** /.  L . 
From Eq. (4.4) we have *** /1 2* zzz   with, near 
the critical point, 11 2*  cz  as *cz 1 so that 
TT /*  and C*c  due to Eq. (B17). As a result, 
we obtain the following relation 
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where  2202)( cmkk    is the relativistic energy. 
If introducing the critical coupling gc given by Eq. (4.53), 
in the thermodynamic limit, we find near Tc = 0 K 
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APPENDIX F: EXPRESSION OF THE SUSCEPTIBI-
LITY DENSITY NEAR Tc = 0 K,  
FOR A COMPENSATED ANTIFERROMAGNET 
 
Now we have to take into account the field contribution. 
The following treatment is exclusively valid for a compen-
sated antiferromagnet. Indeed, as kBT  2M(T)2, near Tc = 0 
K, kBT diverges for a ferromagnet but vanishes for a com-
pensated antiferromagnet. As a result, in this latter case, the 
elementary field-dependent surface free energy density 
F(B,T) shows a minimum and the corresponding integral 
can be evaluated through a steepest descent method around a 
saddle point. can then be derived from F(B,T) through the 
adequate B-derivation. 
As for exp(Hex) we must know express exp(Hmag). 
We have 
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 and the corresponding eigenvalue of exp(Hi,j), with 
mag
ji
ex
jiji HHH ,,,  , becomes if J = J1 = J2 
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 , .           (F3) 
 
Near Tc = 0 K l is replaced by  = 2l  1. In the thermody-
namic limit l  lB (  B ) so that we have to 
consider 
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with     *1* cosh20, Kz  where K1   1/ 2/1*cz . 
But, as we consider the vanishing-field limit for expressing 
the susceptibility, the argument GB must be considered as 
small with respect to |J|. It also means that, in this limit 
exclusively,    GBJBz   ,,*  is the dominant ei-
genvalue in the same temperature range T where   *z  
is dominant so that the corresponding weight is T/T.    
Eq. (E6) has allowed to derive   *z  in the double 
limit Jz *   . Thus we can write 
         *2* cosh2 BBl zKzGBGBB  with K2 
= 1/ 2/1*Bz  . As for   *z  we similarly introduce the 
dimensionless argument for   *Bz  
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whose scaling form reduces to  
 
 GBzBB  *  as GB 1. 
 
As a result we can finally write 
      GBKKBz  coshcosh4, *21* , as T  0.  (F5) 
                             
If considering   Bz ,ln *   the factor ln(4K1K2) will dis-
appear when deriving F(B,T) with respect to B. We can then 
define an effective eigenvalue    eff* , Bz    21* /, KKBz  with 
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       GBGBBz  **eff* coshcosh2,   
(F6) 
 
with  *GB . Under these conditions   Bz ,ln *   
can be expanded owing to a work similar to that one 
achieved for   *z  when B = 0 (cf Eqs. (E13)-(E15)). As 
a result we can similarly write for the mode M = 
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with   pp* ,  )(* Ba = a(B) and  
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In the thermodynamic limit, near Tc = 0 K, the elementary 
free energy density per lattice bond can be expressed as 
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i.e., owing to Eq. (F8) 
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where C is given by Eq. (4.41) and 
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Near Tc = 0 K we deal with a continuum of eigenvalues of 
quasi equal weight T/T as previously explained. We then 
have the common limit T/T = T/T as .    
If wishing to express the susceptibility, we have to derive 
F(T,B) in the vanishing B-limit. Then, if picking out the 
coefficient of the quartic term of the B-expansion and consi-
dering the minimum of F(T,B) near the saddle point, we 
derive the elementary susceptibility per surface unit near Tc = 
0 K 
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after summing over  k is the zero-field relativistic energy 
such as 
 
     2/1202 221 cmkk   , ccmL  20*        (F13) 
 
with TkcmxX ii B0* /)( 2 due to Eqs. (4.30) and (E20) 
as well as (cf Eq. (E20)) 
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Finally, in the thermodynamic limit, we can write the suscep-
tibility per surface unit (i.e., per surface of Kadanoff block) 
and per lattice bond 
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with kdk = kdk and k[ * /2,+[ or equivalently due to 
Eq. (F13) k[ Tkcm B0 2/2  ,+[. This is the exact expres-
sion differently obtained by Chubukov et al. [10].  
Mapple allows one to calculate the n-summation: 
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The integration vs k of the first part appearing in Eq. (F16) 
gives    0ln
B
2
0 /
  Tkcmk when T  0. It means that there 
is no ultraviolet divergence. The integration of the second 
part allows one to write: 
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